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Summer's hot and lazy days slowly
faded into the cool, crisp days of fall.
Excitement was growing in the students"
minds as they prepared to come on the
campus. The campus which had been
quiet was about to burst into life again.
For Freshmen, the excitement came
in new discoveries. Soon after arriving,
they met their roommates. P.A.'s.
PROBE leaders and many other future
friends. The freshmen took tests,
planned schedules and started to learn
"the ropes" of college life. After quickly
adjusting to campus life, the freshmen
found their place in the "Taylor Fam-
ily."
For returning students, the fall excite-
ment centered around rediscovering all
the special things about this campus.
The long summer countdown had finally
ended and all were ready to start the
college life once again. For many of
these students, the time of reunion with
old friends was one of the best parts of
returning to Taylor. The anticipation of
returning was also mixed with feelings of
dread when students thought of books,
papers and all-nighters.
in the early days of fall, students were
busy having fun and making Taylor
their home. The first weekend on cam-
pus many students were busy building
lofts, decorating their walls and moving
parts of their homes into their rooms.
For students, fall was a good time to
begin a new year and experience ncu
things. It was a time to find out more
about \oursclf and those around vou.
Beginning in the Fall
ABOVF; Enjo\lng the fall u eat her. Dr Nutzy's class listens to one of his lectures while lounging on the grass.
ABOVl:; Applying the final touches to his loft. Jim Connon stains his ladder outside of Wengal? Hall.
IS Fall Candids
LEFT: Second Westers — exhausted from room arranging and loft
building, take a break.
BELOW: Studying and sleeping in the sun. Ann Warner catches up
her readmg while her friend takes a study break to sleep outside of
Olson Hall.
BELOW : Outside the Reade Center. Paul Rogers spends some iinie reading his Bible
A variety of topics and issues were
presented during the chapel services
held three times a week over the fall se-
mester. Challenging and informative
speakers enriched and broadened stu-
dents' world perspectives.
President Gregg Lehman initiated the
fall chapel program with a message enti-
tled "Prescription for the Eighties.
""
Other faculty members who presented
chapel addresses in the fall included Pas-
tor Bob Griffin. Dr. Richard Stanislaw,
and Mr. Dale Sloat. Student Bod\ Presi-
dent Scott Preisslcr exhorted students in
his message, "Pressing on in the Race."
Several of the more unique chapel
presentations of the fall were Mr. Jerry
Franks, a blind trumpet soloist: the
musical film parable "Music Box"; a
mini-series on Christian self-image by
Dr. Blaine Smith; renewal week mes-
sages by Dr. Tony Evans; a message by
SATURDAY EVENING POST reli-
gion editor Mr. Robert Silvers; and a
special presentation by Jim and Sally
Conwav.
Other speakers included Mr. James
Massey, Dr. George Cowan, Dr. Don
Bartlette, Dr. John Svaan, Rev. Mel
Hall, Dr. Don Soderquist, Mr. Mike
Stachura, Mr. John Cassis, Rev. Rick
Hawks, Dr. James Buskirk, Dr. Charles
Bradford, Mr. Kent Fishcl, and Mr. Joe
Watkins.
Fall Spiritual Growth
ABOVb: Discussing abundant living amidst world chaos
chapel.
Dr. Charles Bradford addresses the students at
ABOVK: Trumpet soloist and brass soloist — Jerry Franks entertains the students during chapel. His blindness
added to his testimonv.
20 — Fall Chapels
ABOVE: Emphasizing ihe main points ihis chapel speaker delivers his message lo the ABOVE: Putting his whole heart into his testimony, this chapel speaker
student bodv. ministers to the students.
BELOW: At the parents weekend chapel SalK Conway talks about parent/student relationships.
* t* \
Giving glory to Jesus Christ was the
central purpose of most of the fall con-
certs. The emphasis was focused toward
ministering to the students rather than
entertaining.
The series began with a dynamic ap-
pearance by vocalist Benny Hester.
Next Stephanie Boosahda delighted the
audience with her music and songwrit-
ing abilities. She also ministered to the
audience by the \\ord of knowledge. In
the fall Randy Stonehill and Servant
and Fireworks also made their appear-
ance on campus. Servant and Fireworks
brought a little bit of rowdiness to the
campus.
The goal of ministering to the audi-
ence was especially achieved through the
Leon Patillo and Russ Taff concert.
Commenting on the Patillo concert Ron
Johnson said, "The Holy Spirit really
moved during the whole night as we wor-
shipped the Lord. The love of Jesus real-
ly radiated through that man. He gave
an altar call and the front and both sides
of Milo Redigcr Chapel were filled with
students accepting Christ into their
lives." Taff performed many of his popu-
lar songs, and also led the audience in
worship ending in an altar call.
Concerts Glorify God
.\BO\E: Singing one of the songs she wrote. Stephanie Boosahda ministers to the audienee.
\BOV r.: Direeting his allenlion to the Lord, Leon Patillo sings a praise song during the opening of the eoncert.
22 — Fall Concerts
BELOW: Closing the concert in prayer. Russ Taff seeks the Spirit's leading as he proceeded to give an altar cal
RANDY STONEHILL/TOM HOWARD
Oct. 29 - 8:15 P.M. - C/A
SERVANT/FIREWORKS
Nov. 10 - 8:15 P.M - C/A
LEON PATILLO
19 - 8:15 P.M. - C/A
RUSS TAFF
Dec 4 - 8:15 PM. - C/A
SPOTLIGHT SERIES '82
FALL CONCERTS FROM SAC.
ABOVE: Vocalist Benn> Hester entertains the audience ABOVE: Enthusiastic Randy Stonchill encourages the audi
with one of his mellow songs. encc to join in and clap with the beat.
Fall Concerts — 23
It was evident that the Lord used
Tony Evans as a valuable instrument in
starting a very real revival here during
Spiritual Renewal Week— Sept. 20-24.
Evans spoke nightly to the students.
A pastor from Texas — Evans holds
major evangelistic crusades and Bible
conferences across the country. Evans is
also the chaplain for the Dallas Cowboys
and Mavericks.
Perhaps the Spirit of revival was ex-
perienced during Spiritual Renewal
Week simply because students realized
the importance of a strong commitment
to Jesus Christ. Evans challenged the
students to seek God in His fullness. He
stressed the importance of knowing God
totally in order to know his will for your
life.
Spiritual Renewal Week definitely
lived up to its title. Several students re-
newed their commitments to Jesus
Christ.
Evans Challenges Students
ABOVE: The first day of Spiritual Emphasis during Chapel Tony Evans challenges the students to examine their
personal relationships with the Lord.
ABOVE: The men of Third East Wengat/ Rick (ircen, Austin Winkleman, Doug McPhail, Ted Metzger,
Kicth Kamradt. Bob Heurlin, Robert Logan, Greg Harris, Brad Rupp, and Doug Striker sing the openmg hymn
during the night service at Spiritual Emphasis Week.
24 — Spiritual Renewal
Time Spent With Parents
ABOVE: Entertaining parents and students — The Melody Four sing one of their speeial songs.
ABOVE: Giving some important game plans to Mark Wilkerson. Coach Law plans his strategy.
I I. IT: Before the Defiance football game
[)r ,'\rl\n .lacobus — Falherof Brent .laco-






Special memories of mom and dad are
always with us as well as they are apart
from us. But the opportunity to be back
together again with parents during Par-
ent's Weekend provided the chance for
parents and students to reunite and to
experience a filled weekend. A weekend
which incorporated some of life's most
important ingredients, entertainment,
fellowship and inspiration.
Parent's Weekend gave parents the
opportunity to leave with a visual image
of where their son or daughter lives from
day to day. Students not only got to show
off their campus but they also got to in-
troduce their parents to the people in
their lives their friends and wing-
mates.
Over Parent's Weekend Jim Law
coached his first Taylor team to a victory
over Defiance. Bob Davenport, who has
been associated with Taylor students
and Wandering Wheels, received a spe-
cial award on the weekend. Helen Sla-
pelton also was given special recognition
for her devoted interest in the people
here. Jim and Sally Conway, who had
three daughters that attended Taylor
and also were among the founders of the
Parent's Association, came back to share
and to be a part of the weekend's activi-
ties.
There were a lot of unique experiences
during the weekend, but one aspect
about the weekend which has been con-
silient with every Parent's weekend is
the attitude to glorify Christ, so that the
people present might be edified.
Parent's Weekend — 25
Taylor Theatre started the laughing
on Oct. 15 and kept it up until the 23rd
by presenting Moss Hart and George
Kaufman's comedy, "You Can't Take it
With You." The cast did its share of
laughing too . . . glancing at Julia Shep-
herd's typewriter it is obvious that she
wasn't just pretending she couldn't type.
Listening to Scott Etchison play the xy-
lophone during performances, the audi-
ence would never have guessed that he'd
been through a crash course in Patty Ir-
vin's Xylophone School. On the whole
the show ran smoothly except on the
night when the animals decided not to
cooperate. First there was the night
Huckleberry dove off Julia's desk and
ran through the audience. Two nights
later Elmira was up to no good and ver\
active in her cage. Barry VonLanken
wasn't real comfortable about taking her
out during the show but what an actor
must do, he must do.
"You Can't Take it With You" hu-
morously opened many minds of the
Taylor community to acceptance of
those different than oneself. Possessions
and wealth may bring happiness, but as
in the words of Grandpa Sycamore,
"You can't take it with \ou."
Playing With Laughter
.ABOVE: The look of love, as Alice (Cindy Ericson) invites Tony (Paul Branks) in after an evening at the ballet.
BELOW: Intent in conversation. Grandpa (Barry VonLanken) converses with Elmira, his eight-foot-long Boa-
Constrictcr
26 — Fall Drama
'''*i^*>|' ''You Can't Take
it With You''
Penelope Sycamore Julia Shepherd
Essie Carmichael Janice Shipley
Rheba Deb Messamore
Paul Sycamore Tim Kroeker
Mr. DePinna Russ VanDine
Ed Carmichael Scott Etchison
Donald Dan Krula
Martin Vanderhof Barry VonLanken
Mice Sycamore Cindy Ericson
Henderson Kevin Helmuth
Tony Kirby Paul Branks
Boris Kolenkov Doug Oliver
Gay Wellington Gale Wallower
Mr. Kirby Greg Cox
Mrs Kirby Molly Moody






\B0\ E: The family happily together. Grandpa prays they will all be able to continue in their own special
way and simph enjoy life.
'i«,»^ {T^^ -T*»-
ABOVE: When Penny invites an ac-
tress home to read over one of her
pla\ scripts, she regrets it as Gay
Wellington (Gale Wallower) ap-
pears more interested in her after-
noon drink than the play. Donald
(Dan Krula) and Rheba (Deb Mes-
samore) find her baffling.
LEET: Grandpa finds it amusing
that the Kirbys (Greg Cox and Mol-
ly Moody) argue over a little word
like bathroom.
ABOVE: As usual, Essie's homemade candy provides the needed insp
ration for playwright Penelope Sycamore (Julia Shepherd).
Fall Drama — 27
Homecoming co-chairpersons Kathy
Payne and Bob Neighbour focused on
ihe iheme "Thini<ing of You"" when
planning activities for the weekend of
October 15-17. Using Philippians 1:3-6
as a scriptural basis, the events of Home-
coming 1982 provided opportunities for
both alumni and students to share in the
festivities.
The weekend began Friday evening
with a concert by Tom Nethcrton, a pop-
ular baritone vocalist. Following the
concert, ""Grandma's Kitchen'" provided
a time for food and rela.xation in the din-
ing commons. Friday was also opening
night for the Little Theatre production
of the comedy, "You Can't Take it With
^'ou"".
Highlights of Saturday's Homecom-
ing activities included an alumni brunch,
a pep rally luncheon, and the Trojan
football game against Findlay College.
The "Taylor Sounds" Saturday evening
concert and Sunday morning Homecom-
ing Chapel completed the weekend.
Back for More
Tom Nethcrton pcrtorms for a sellout crowd.
Home
Rollin Ford scrambles lo connect a pass uhile FIndlay players pul on pressure.
19X2 Alumni Georgia Rcasoner. Vicki Cruse, and Jill Mcckley expressed iheir
e\cllcmenl upon reluming lo their beloved school.
Cylinda Monroe wins pie eating conlcsl for ihc junior class as Mindy Dale looks depressed.
Homecoming — 29
Amateurs on stage — and a rowd\
audience was present at the S.A.C. spon-
sored Variety Show. The acts were di-
verse in nature ranging from a juggler to
a Blues band. Larry Marshall and Scott
Pattison were Masters of Ceremony.
They portrayed Steve Martin I and
Steve Martin II.
The Beach Boys (Kevin Greves, Dave
Eastman, Mike Wright, and Dan Ed-
wards) returned this year. They per-
formed their famous song "Be True to
Your School."
Juggler J.D. Mosiman gave his first
public appearance. Betsy and David
Burns, together on stage for the first
time, did a brother-sister hillbilly act.
A Blues number was provided by "Ed-
die Waters and The Come Join Us Blues
Banned." A highlight of the act was the
Burt Kaper harmonica solo. Eddie
Campbell sang the Blues with strong
back up instrumentals. Tom Reynolds
played keyboard for several of the
groups while Carl Broman accompanied
on the acoustic guitar.
All m all. the evening provided a
chance for students to sit back, relax,
and enjoy the acts.
Variety of Talent
ABOVE: M,C. Sieve Martin ( Larry Marshall) and Steve Martin (Scott Pattison) prove tliat a man can really
become beside himself.
\B()\ I I ddie C ampbell bells out the Blues the way it should be done — loud, with a back up group and a while
hat.
30 Variets Sho','
ABOVE: Linda Britlon sings the 1983 hit "You Should Hear How She Talks About You" as the
clothes fashion shows in the miniskirts of her back up group.
"Want to pla> ball Scarecrow'" said the Wicked Witch of the West,
portrayed by Julia Shepherd in her rendition of "The Wizard of Oz
"
\HO\ (:: These men display that it is not onh helpful to have strong vocal cords when performing.
but also wcll-toncd bodics-
\BOV h; Mark Bowell provides a softer, romantic touch to the even-
ing.
Variety Show — 31
To start off the year's activity fiiied-
Hallovveen Student Activities Council
held a costume roller skating party at
Idyl Wild Roller Palace. A variety of
costumes were seen. Surgeons, punk-
rockers, clowns. Fruit of the Loom ac-
tors, M & M candies. Frogs, etc. . . .
paraded around the rink skating to the
music.
To add some thrills to the Halloween
weekend the Sophomores sponsored a
haunted trail in the woods by the Taylor
Lake. The trail was illuminated by can-
dlelight. However, the full moon added
some light but a little bit of eeriness too.
Olson Hall participated in the Hal-
loween activities as each wing decorated
their portion of the dorm. The hall was
opened for the community children to go
trick or treatins.
Frightening Sights
ABOVE: Santa Claus (Terry Allen) and his favorite little boy (Lee Reffey) pose for a picture between skates.
^^-#»^«wJ^^^^:" v»»—r^-v
ABOVE: Mr. Pumpkin decorates a wall in South Hall.
32 — Halloween
ABOVE: Being attacked by the Sophomore-Haunted-Trail-Goblins, Holly Egner is the victim for the evening.
ABOVE; Mr- Bones is just hanging around in Mike
Leburg's room.
BELOW; The M&M girls shou off their costume at the skating parly.
Christmas music coming from every
other room ... the soft glow of lights in
the dorm windows . . . halls decorated
with Christmas wrappings and paper
snowflakes — these and many other
things helped add a feeling of Christmas
warmth on campus.
Although the lack of snow dampened
the spirit for many students, the warmth
did not stop anyone from carrying out
Christmas traditions. A big dinner was
given at the D.C., followed by a visit
from Santa Claus. The Christmas chap-
el had a band featuring "Sleigh Bells"
with an encore on demand. Music
abounded with carolers visiting the nurs-
ing home and the community, chorale
giving a beautiful candlelight concert,
and an all-city choir performing an ex-
citing rendition of Handel's "Messiah."
Above all, everyone on campus
seemed to share a feeling of Christian
love — the true spirit of Christmas.
Recognizing the Birth of Christ
ABOVE; Santa and Santa perform during chapel.
ABOVE: Chorale provided inspiration music.
34 — Christmas
ABOVE; Symbolic olChnslmas — a nativity scene was set on the stage
of the chapel.
LEFT: Decorations add to the spirit of the season.
Christmas — 35
The word which most accurately de-
scribes the winter is warm. December
passed with more fifty degree and sixty
degree days than days of frost and snow.
In January, there was a little snow once
or twice. February ended with tempera-
tures above sixty degrees. A few days
during the winter were cold and snowy
enough for ice skating, cross-country
skiing, and snow-mobiling, but some
people found more days for sun bathing.
Each snowfall was greeted joyfully, but
spring, as usual, seemed slow in coming.
Winter Warmness
^^^'^" '-':^^\l^
ABOVE: Frank McPhearson enjoys
cross-country skiing. Maybe next winter
Frank,
RIGHT: A fast game of roundball helped
these guys pass away the days of winter.
.16 — Winter Candlds
BELOW: Racquetball relieves boredom for Kim Brontsema.
ABOVE: Chris Loomis, Leslie Cruz. Mil<e Mishler, Laurie Bean and Jon Steincr headed for ABOVE: A record low. but it did snow,
the park on a warm day.
.ABOVE: Many students turned to indoor games while awaiting
warmer weather.
LEET: One typical sign of an Indiana wmter — an ice storm.
Winter Candids — ?!
Dr. Jimmy DiRuddo, discussing the
rciationsiiips God has sanctified, chal-
lenged students to deeper love for God.
the World, others, and themselves. In
chapel services and evening meetings he
gave illustrations and shared scripture in
order to emphasise the value God places
upon each individual.
Dr. DiRaddo is Executive Director of
Transition Dynamics. Inc.. which re-
sponds to people experiencing the trau-
ma and tension of transition. Dr. DiR-
addo was also co-founder of the
Christian Counseling and Psychothera-
py Center in New York, where he served
as Executive Director. He is also a mem-
ber of a number of advisory boards for
various organizations and is part of the
staff of the Media Presbyterian Church
in Media. PA.
Because of his loving attitude toward
all people and his understanding of stu-
dents" struggles and needs. Dr. DiRad-
do's messages were beneficial, dealing
with timeh. relevant issues.
Spring Spiritual Renewal
ABUVI': .liiiiiii) DiRaddo L-\prcs>.cs the need lur unil\
RIGHT: Nancy Erickson provides spe
cial music
-w/.si>iRiTi;iAL i;mph,\sis





The Relationships That God Calls Sacred
"An Overview"
Monday, 7:00 p.m.
My Relationship With Myself
"Thank You God, I'm Me"
Tuesday, 7:00 p.m.
My Relationship With Others
"This Crazy Peg Board in My Head"
Wednesday, 10:05 a.m.
My Relationship With Others
"Why 1 Can't Love Everybody"
Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.
My Relationship With The World
"Is There Such a Thing as a Christian Lifestyle?"
Thursday, 7:00 p.m.
My Relationship With The World
"Why Christians Ought to Love The World"
Friday, 10:05 a.m.





The annual return to the 50's and 60's
came with the first warm night of the
year. On March 2, many students forgot
their usual clothes and became flower
children or bobby-soxers. The sign out-
side the C/A told everyone driving past
that Nostalgia Night had returned.
After weeks of preparation, the core
band (Jay Schindler, drums; Glenn
Ford, bass; Arlin Troyer, guitars; Tom
Reynolds, keyboards) was prepared to
play for various acts — ranging from
Sonny and Cher to The What. All were
nervous and e.xcited. The music started
and the audience went wild. Country
music, Motown, rock, folk songs, bal-
lads, and skits were all vital parts of the
program. MC"s Kevin Greves and Kevin
Rich kept the show moving while at-
tempting jokes, giving away records, and
commenting on acts preceding or follow-
ing their remarks. Ron Johnson and
Brent Jacobus engineered scenes from
"Arnold's" to add variety to the show.
The audience was almost as interest-
ing as the music. Girls in miniskirts and
go-go boots came with guys in black t-
shirts and greased-back hair. Various
protest signs added insight to political
opmion or personal creativity. Although
the crowd was not as rowdy as it had
been in other years, most people seemed
to enjoy the show. The last notes of
"Rock around the clock" brought the
end too soon, but everyone left with a
pleasant if problematic ringing in their
















ABOVE: Dave "Wave" Calderhead, former guitarist of 444, shows how to "get down" and roclc and rolt
miv ,-^^^
W^1t¥\ -^«-"il.^'^SR^^^k
ABOVE: As part of the core band, Arlin Troyer jams
to the horn section.
Ronnie Johnson and boyfriend Brent .laeobus talk
about their relationship.
4n/NOSTALGIA NIGHT
ABOVE: The lough Lcpoard Hcarls — Carolyn Sloll. Juha Shepherd
Laura Shepard. and Glcnda Lehman.
Second semester brought a variety of
speakers to chapel, ranging from a ser-
vice honoring poet and former professor
Barton Rees Pogue, to three Festival of
the Arts chapels exploring symbolic and
ritualistic elements of the Christian
faith. Bruce Lockerbie spoke on a Thurs-
day evening and Bonnie Jorgerson of
Bread for the World, Rev. Winfield
Ruelle of Children's Bible Fellowship of
New York, and Don Odie shared with
students on a variety of topics.
February was Black History Month
and three chapels were dedicated to
demonstrating that "we are one in the
bond of love." Rev. Haman Cross, Rev.
Daniel Light and Rev. Robert Johnson
spoke, and the February 14 chapel was
an especially strong campus expression
of oneness.
Frank Gorshire of Language Institute
for Evangelism, Dr. Gary Collins, Dr.
Duane Cuthberson, Dr. L. Arden Alm-
quist and Chaplain Harold Elliot spoke
during the semester, expressing concerns
and challenging students to grow, com-
forting and reassuring the community.
Pastor Bob Griffin and Dr. Gregg Leh-
man spoke several times, offering help
and challenge because of their special
relationships to students.
Spring Fellowship
ABOVE: Mr. Bruce Lockerbie, Dean of Faculty at the Stony Brook School, and author of several books,
entertained and inspired the students.
ABOVE: The Reverend Haman Cross, who has spoken several times to the Taylor community, was a keynote
speaker during Black History Month,
42 — Spring Chapels
ELi LLI fc*
ABOVE: The Reverend Winfield Ruelke, who works with the ABOVE: L. Arden Almquist, a doctor who spent many years in Africa supervising hospitals and
Children's Bible Fellowship, spoke in early April to the student dispensaries, entitled his early spring chapel. "Men As Trees Walking."
bodv.
ABOVE: Dr. Gary Collins, author ol several books dealing with stress, told students how to
deal with the pressures of university life.
LEFT: A world-wide traveler, speaker and musician, the Reverend Daniel White spoke on
intcrcultural relationships during Black History Month.
LEFT: Dr. Duane Cuthbertson, a graduate of Taylor, now works as Director of Growing
Together Ministries. He told the students how to better relate to each other in difficult
situations.
Spring Chapels — 43
"The Diary of Anne Frank gave everyone an
aweful insight into the human soul. All involved
were swept from their strongholds of security into
the deepest darkness of human loss and struggle
for survival.
The story is based on the diary of a 1 3 year old
girl in Holland during WWII. Two Jewish fam-
ilies, the Franks and VanDaans, hid from the Na-
zis for 2 years in a one-room warehouse attic before
being captured. The only survivor was Mr. Frank.
Portraymg the characters who actually lived
through this was especially challenging to the ac-
tors. Representing the lives which ended so trag-
ically was very emotional for the entire cast.
The show did have its light moments though:
Peter and Anne"s first kiss; Mrs. VanDaan's trips
to the W.C.; Mrs. Frank's motherly confrontation
with Anne about being "dignified"; Mr. Van-
Daan's preoccupation with food; Margot's perfect
personality; Mr. Dussel's impatience with Anne's
nightmares; Mr. Kraler's doctor's appointment
over the phone; and Mr. Frank's embarrassment at
Mrs. VanDaan's flirting all added comic relief to
the potentially explosive story.
"The Diary" cast was unique in its growth to-
gether and the bond which developed between
them. The emotions seen by the audience were very
deeply felt by each and every one.
"The Diary of Anne Frank"
Hackctt
bv Goodrich and
Directed and Designed by Dr. Oliver Hubbard
Assistant to the Director: Cindy Ericson
Mr. Frank Jim Wynalda
Miep Tracee Pctrakis
Mrs. VanDaan Priscilla Smith
Mr. VanDaan Paul Branks
Peter VanDaan Jim Convy
Mrs. Frank Deb Pugsley
Margot Frank Sue Binder
Anne Frank Carole Fisher
Mr. Kraler Steve Graybill
Mr. Dussel Barrv Von Lanken
Life in an Attic
ABOVE: Peter and Anne dream of freedom.
BELOW: Mrs. Frank confronts the VanDaans.
BELOW: A father's grief.
"Dignified. I don't want to be dig-
nified!" Peter's best friend, Moushi.
44 — Spring Drama
Thought Provoking Drama
Alma and John quarrel over what is truly important — the body or soul
Rosa dances in dreams of being rich. Mrs. Wincmiller's insanity angers Alma.
Alma, Mr. Winemiller and John discuss the purpose of life.
The spring theatre production was
Tennessee Williams" drama, SUMMER
.'WD SMOKE. Dr. Jessica Rousselow
directed the show, assisted by Mindy
Date.
The story of a minister's daughter and
a doctor's son, proved to be very thought
provoking. Cindy Erickson and Kurt
Bullock superbly portrayed the demand-
ing lead roles of Alma Winemiller and
John Buchanan, Jr. Alma and John are
next door neighbors who have never been
able to accept each other. Their struggle
to meet somewhere between their lifes-
tyles fails and leaves both unsure of their
real attitudes towards life.
Despite the serious tone of the play,
the backstage area was wild, crazy and
hectic as usual. Kurt Bullock has never
lit so many dud firecrackers in his life.
Mindy Date came through numerous
times with a cap gun offstage. Greg Cox
beat Doug Oliver black and blue each
night. The theatre department believes
in realism . . . which is the reason blonde
Julia Shepherd is now a brunette. The
hair dye was used to make Julia look
Mexican.
Once again Dr. Hubbard produced a
masterpiece with the set. Two homes
and a park along with a working foun-
tain were all necessary and Ollie ingen-
iously placed them all on the stage.
Overall, Tennessee Williams" difficult
script was well portrayed in an exciting
evening of theatre.
Reverend W memiller Barry VonLanken
Mrs. Winemiller Deb Messamore
John Buchanan, Jr Kurt Bullock
.'\lma Winemiller Cindy Erickson
Rosa Gonzales Julia Shepherd
Nellie Ewell Janice Shipley
Roger Doremus Scott Ethcison
Dr. John Buchanan. Sr Greg Cox





.Archie Kramer Malcolm Shook
Spring Drama — 45
The SAC "Light Source" spring con-
;ert series brought a variety of artists to
the C/A. The first concert, held Feb. 18,
offered the distinctive rock-n-roll of Joe
English (former drummer for Paul
McCartney and Wings) and his band.
Chris Christian came on March 12,
Although the concert was short, the per-
formance was professional. Chris has
not only written and performed Chris-
tian music, but has also produced al-
bums for other artists and has performed
and written songs which have reached
secular charts as well.
As a special attraction, Danny Korem
returned by popular demand, giving his
amazing show "Fraud and the Super-
natural."
On April 15, the DeGarmo and Key
band returned. They are the only band
who has performed here for four con-
secutive years. Many local youth groups
used the concert as an opportunity to
expose high school students to quality
Christian rock.
After four years together. Portrait
gave a final concert before the band
broke up, partly because Geoff Moore
(lead singer) and Arlin Troyer (bass) are
graduating.
The Farrell and Farrell band gave the
last scheduled SAC concert on April 30.
The husband and wife team of perform-
ers and song-writers often give concerts
at Christian music festivals like Cre-
ation.
As a semester-end surprise, SAC
sponsored Fireworks in a final concert
before the group's scheduled breakup in
late May.
Musical Diversion
.ABOVE: "Living on the Edge of Dying" — Ed DeGarmo and Dana Key.
\BOVE: Starling the spring concert scries, Joe English performs here for the first lime.
46 Spring Concerts
ABOVE: A volunteer from the audience enables Danny Korem to
complete and astounding illusion.
LEFT: Taylor's own band, Portrait (pictured Geoff Moore, Arlin
Trover, and Mark Ralliff), in their farewell concert.
.^BOVE: Marly VIcCall and Fireworks perform in their final tour.
Spring Concerts — 47
After months of in-between weather,
when it was too warm for snow but cold
enough for freezing rain and awful wind,
spring came during finals week. Study-
ing came second between 10 a.m. and 2
p.m. in order to get a tan while the sun
was strongest.
Throughout March and April, stu-
dents tried to keep warm while a few
tenderhearted botanists worried about
trees and flowers getting frostbite. For a
while, memories of past spring seemed to
be figments of a collective imagination.
Finally, the first warm breezes (actually,
they were tornado-like winds, but this is
Taylor, remember?) came from the
South, couples started wandering to-
ward the lake, a strange yellow globe
appeared in the sky (which was a funny
color— blue), and frisbees started to fly.
Spring had returned.
"For lo, the winter is past.
The rain is over and gone."
















.ABOVH; Scott Patison enjoys the warm water at Daytona Beach. during a relaxing Spring Breal<-
48 — Spring Candid.s
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*;•* Vf" ABOVE: Mark Rabine and Greg Billings chat with Chrissie Hyne about the outdoor activities Taylor
students are so fond of.
LEFT: Discouraged, Joe Finch leans on his golf club. The 1 8-hole Taylor course seems to have too many
obstacles and pitfalls.
ABOVE: No time to lay out in the sun for this illustrious
young man. Tim Cope, photographer for the Ilium, spends a
his free time taking or developing pictures.
RIGHT: Dr. Daniel Yutzy demonstrates his original manner
of teaching which, in part, won him the nomination of Most
Distinguished Professor.
Approximately 1200 students joined
the campus the weekend of March 19-
21. They attended meetings at which
Bill Eakin, director of Youth for Christ
in Indianapolis, spoke; small group dis-
cussions; dorm activities; games on Sat-
urday afternoon; and an Andrus, Black-
wood, and Company concert on Friday
night.
A major emphasis of Youth Confer-
ence was the challenge, especially to
young men, to strive for more than plea-
sure and to live dedication to Christ in
typical high school experiences. Bill's
messages offered encouragement to stu-
dents struggling to act as dedicated ser-
vants.
The Builder: Youth Conference
,'\BOVE: And a good time i.s being
had by all , . .
RIGHT: Bill Lakin challenges con-
ferees.
.50 — Youih Contercnce
LEFT; "... building . . . working ... for Christ the Lord.'
BELOW: Students eagerly await the conferees" arrival.
^ To 8
ABOVE: Andrus. Blackwood, and Co. singing "Jesus. You're so wonderful." ABOVE: Chris Lsmberopoulos expresses the spirit of Youth Conference.
Youth Conference — 5 1
Annually, Taylathon brings the cam-
pus together for interclass competition.
Couples are chosen for Tarzan and Jane,
eight girls from each class organize
themselves for the trike race, canoe
teams practice getting wet, and 4 bike
teams begin riding at ridiculous hours
each morning. The class officers debate
point values for each event, review rules,
and set up schedules. Walt Cambell
works with ICC to determine yet an-
other bike route, since the new buildings
annually change sidewalks and once
again, the traditional route (last year's)
won't work.
The seniors look for the costume they
used for Tarzan and Jane last time (only
to find they were cut up for Nostalgia
Night costumes). The juniors anticipate
a win in the bike race, the sophomores
vow to do better this year, and the fresh-
men wonder what all this madness is
about.
Although Taylathon was almost
rained out and plans were made for the
bike race in case of a storm before the
4()th lap, nothing was delayed or can-
celled.
Event Places
















ABOVE: Starting out for the juniors, Lisa Jones receives help from her teammates.
^SgS^
ABOVE: Dena Martinclli and John VanderPloeg paddle the width of the lake in hopes of capturing the trophy.
Tavlathon
ABOVE: Alan Sowers bellows out his best at ihe annual ABOVK; The iriumphanl sophomores hold trophies proudly aloft.
Tarzan and Jane competition.
Tavlathon — 53
After spending finals week a) study-
ing, b) blowing off, c) sunbathing, d)
packing, or e) all of the above, seniors
found themselves suddenly free late
Thursday. Classes were really over. By
Friday, graduation practice sounded al-
most fun if only for relief from mono-
tony. The recognition dinner Friday
night, where they were served mostly by
faculty, really was fun. So was the pro-
gram afterward, which had the theme
"A Medley of Memories." Dave East-
man helped present the class gift, and
the slides and skits reminded the seniors
of all the fun of the last four years.
Saturday came, muggy as usual. Dr.
Halvorson, chaplain for the U.S. Senate,
spoke on "God's sacred vocation" and
seniors were presented with copies of
Taylor's history and the alumni directo-
ry. After pictures and lunch, it was time
to return to the gym for commencement.
Graduates-to-be waited in the wrestling
room while the penny plan was ex-
plained (each graduate gave a coin to
Dr. Lehman as a symbol of continuing
involvement and interest). Then "Pomp
and Circumstance" was heard, the lines
started moving and suddenly they were
really graduating. Mike Kendall deliv-
ered the address: "Believe" and Dr. Hal-
vorson received an honorary degree.
Then the names were called, one by one,
and each hopeful senior stepped from
the edge of the platform.
When all the names were called, all
the tassels switched, and the "March of
the Charioteers" began, the brand-new
graduates marched out, looking proudly
for family, friends, and doubtful profes-
sors with an expression that clearly said,
"I did it!"
The Tassel: From Right to Left
ABOVE: Abbie Ansburg, Dave Calderhead, and Jon Brewer intently watch as their fellow seniors receive
diplomas.




Branks and Craig Bridwcll
were fortunate to be able to
sit next to each other during
the ceremony.
LEFT; Bob Auer awaits the
lime when he will become
graduated.


























Before "focusing in" on English Cel-
lar, let's clear up some popular miscon-
ceptions associated with our wing. For
one thing, we DO have windows down
here. Most people picture a gloomy dun-
geon complete with cobwebs and dirt
wells. But, the Cellar is just like every
other wing in English.
The theme of the cellar is "Go
Green", which could explain all the
nightmares you've had after seeing all
the bright green sweatshirts all over
campus. We have obsessions with Jane
Fonda's workout, dutch blitz, and the
"Masked Avenger". Without us, Ivan-
hoes would surely go bankrupt. On some
of the less serious moments, you could
find a cow's kidney (named Sydney) in
the Candy Machine, get hit by a flying
soccer ball (Edgar), or see 1 7 girls being
"Sincere." The serious times include set-
ting off the fire alarm by burning crack-
ers in the toaster (at least Mozie looked
serious . . . ).
Like all other wings, we too suntan
outdoors in February, "redecorate" oth-
er people's rooms, have Halloween par-
ties, game parties, and receive visits
from Santa. We continually raid the
candy machines; Round 1, Round 2 . . .
especially since we're only 50 feet from
it.
All in all, living in the Cellar is an
experience you would never want to
miss!!!
English Cellar
Joanie Anderson; Grasslake, MI
Becca Archdeacon; Dayton, OH
Cindy Bassett; Kendallville, IN
Anne Marie Brown; Freetown, IN
Denise Combs; Connersville, IN
Sheryl Cook; New Providence, lA
Cyndy Roth; Defiance, OH
Val DeBolt; Marcellus, MI
Deb Heighway; Richmond, IN
Linda Hief; Kokomo, IN
Laurie Jobes; W. Henrietta, NY
Barb Kessler; Independence, OH
Mary Pal Mahoney; Buffalo, IL
Deena Martinelli; Simsbury, CT
Ruth Meier; Iowa
Karen Meighan; Lanseale, PA
Mary Moore; Morton, IL
Joanna Murphy; South Bend, IN
Tina Ooley; Mooresville, IN
Lisa Patty; Farmland, IN
Jill Rabine; Scottville, Ml
Martha Sitler; Knightstown, IN
Joann Squires; Britton, MI
Gay Wesner; Bloomington, IN
Ronda White; Ft. Wayne, IN
Laura Yeager; Warsaw, IN
Dorms
First North English
Brenda Boyer; Marion, IN
Debbie Cavin; New Carlisle, IN
Susan Glassburn: Bunker Hill, IN
Jana Green; Miami, FL
Sue Henningsen; Randloph, NJ
Colleen Huffstrtler; Elgin, IL
Kaye Ingold; Fisher, IL
Sheri Kocsis; Robbinsville, NC
Shannon Lightbody; East Detroit, Ml
Linda Luke; Muncie, IN
Carol Mills; Cheektowaga. NY
Barb Neff; Elkhart, IN
Teri Parks; Three Rivers, MI
Julie Perez; Marion, IN
Debra Richardson; Clayton, IN
Beth Russell; Gross Pt. Shores, Ml
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First South English is a very unique
wing. It would be impossible to find another
wing like this one. There are a lot of special
girls on the wing, and a real sense of unity
and oneness among the girls.
First South is very different than other
wings, part of that difference comes from
the fact that we are separated from the rest
of the hall by our location. Our wing is very
comparable to a sorority, which at times
can be an advantage or a drawback. There
are four particular traits we are known for;
Participation in intramural football "1st
South Savages", numerous birthday parties
(every week!!!), our constant cranking of
stereos and our renditions of a few favorite
tunes.
First South English
Barb Askeland; Succasunna, NJ
,\my Bixel; Bluffton. OH
Janet Carlson; Grand Rapids, Ml
Jonna Discoe; Champaign, IL
Cheri Griesmeyer; Dayton, OH
Nancy Hansen; Rocl<away, NJ
Judy Harrison; Upland, IN
Diane Hedrick; Green Castle, IN
Kalhy Jett; lawaka. IN
Diane Kahle; Defiance, OH
Michelle Keener; Ft. Wayne, IN
Michele Lee; Bloomington, IN
Kathy Moorman; Warren, IN
Anne Nymeycr; Grand Rapids, MI
Debbie Peters, Zionsville, IN ^
Stacy Phillippc; Marion, IN
Kathy Prangc; Lake Orion, Ml
Robin Rudolph; Grand Rapids. MI
Sheryl Sharpe; Richmond, IN
Janice Shipley; Mathews, NC
Jackie Sosa; .-Xrlington, \\\
Deborah Springer; Indianapolis, IN
Julie Sprunger; Worthington, OH
Loraine Vest; Muncie, IN





Bonnie Barkdull; Pendleton. IN
Melissa Beatty; Columbia. SC
Dawn Chilcott; Petoskev. Ml
Kim Cooke; Berea. OH
Angela Ellis; Crawfordsville, IN
Michelle Malhes; Norlhville. MI
Patti McClellan; Walerford. Ml
Lynn McPherson; Ro.semont, PA
Margaret Millikan.; New Castle. IN
Chris Neal; Farminglon Hills. Ml
Debbie Perrin; Canfield. OH
Colleen Stotzl'ul; Lancaster. PA
Robin Taylor; St. Charles, IL
Nancy Treen; Ft. Wayne, IN
.S.indi Wagner; Lapel. IN
Paula Wine; Huntertown, IN
Jean Yordv; Pekin, IL
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Second South English
Lisa Bond; Sturgis. MI
Faith Champoux; Ann Arbor, MI
Janet Crew; Springfield, OH
Kathy Dillinger; Marion, IN
Cathy Fuller; Berwyn, PA
Cathy Craeber; Hebron, IN
Michelle Green; Cincinnati, OH
Pattie Heath; Milan, MI
Cathy Middlesworth; Greentown, IN
Linda Moore; Westfield, IN
Kim Myers; Jamestown, IN
Hettie Powe; Charlotte, NC
Barb Rediger; Boca Raton, FL
Rita Rivera; Santurce, PR
Davina Roberts; E. Africa
Donna Rohrer; Marion, IN
Barb Shaffer; Boca Raton, FL
Teresa Sheffler; Flamouth, IN
Susan Suddath; Tampa, FL
Betsy Terhune; Gainesville, FL
Marybeth True; Cincinnati, OH
Kah Walla; Ivorv Coast, WA
62 — Dorms
Second North English
Tawne Bowers; Lapeer, MI
Janell Fox; Zumbrota, MN
Jeannine Hoekslra; West. Springs, IL
Terri Kesler; W. Chicago. IL
Eileen Lehuta; Elmhurst, IL
Laura Mannix, Crawfordsville, IN
Joy Mathews; Seminole, FL
Diane Moeller; River Vale, NJ
Amy Pringle; Saint Charles, IL
Lisa Renzulli; Wilton, CT
Kelly Rice; Kokomo, IN
Nanette Secor; Santa Maria, CA
Lora Sumney; Ft. Wayne, IN
Kelly Toth; Cold Water, MI
Linda Treen; Ft. Wavne, IN
2nd North English is a unique wing be-
cause . . . we are real, we' love, we are hu-
man, we are not afraid to stop out and try
new adventures, we are free to be ourselves,
we make mistakes, we love and accept each
other, and we are proud to be part of 2nd
North. We love our wing.
Kathy VanOstrom; Flint, MI
Karen Welty; Ft. Wayne, IN
Fanell Wohlgemuth; Hesston, KS
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Third South English
Lisa Casselman; Decatur, IN
Anne Chapman; W. Chicago, IL
Sharon Christman; Columbus, IN
Jill Close; Upland, IN
Sheri Dewald; Pontiac, IL
Jayne Fettes; Battle Creek, MI
Cheryl Hochstettler; Midland, MI
Amy McCann; Mibaux, MT
Sue Nyman; Mt. Laurel, NJ
Marilyn Perterson; W. Chicago, IL
Jean Price; W. Chester, PA
Beth Richards; N. Canton, OH
Lyn Rowell; New Haven IN
Crystal Scott; Elmherst, IL
Kathy Stout; Frankfort, IN
Lauren Tanis; New Town Sq., PA
Sue Thomas; Seminole, FL
Tami Tucker; Argos, IN
Betsy Walton; Wayne, IN
Kim Wells; Cambrige, OH
()4 — Dorms
Third South English
Donna Ault: Oakridge, GA
Beth Crow; Lebanon. IN
Sue Fennig; Monticello, IN
Lori Gerber: Bluffton. OH
Rhoda Gerig; Augurn. IN
Julie Getz; Peoria, IL
Linda Grant; Flint, MI
Beth Green; Portland, IN
Dee Dee Hole; Holly. MI
Karen Lavanchv; Van Burcn. IN
Jeanine Mayne; Park Ridge. IL
Kim Mounsey; Ft. Wayne. IN
Llisabcth Orozco; Loomis, CA
.Sandy Payne; Greensboro, NC
Amy Peterson; Elgin. IL
Beth Plowman; Annandale. VA
Beck\ Rees; Marietta. GA
Karen Seymour; Freeport, Bahamas
Diane Stocksdale; Union City, IN





Bunmi Abifarin; Monrovi, Liberia
Allison Avery; Wheaton, IL
Julanne Beatty; Ft. Wayne, IN
Pam Berlolet; Greenwood, IN
Traci Cuthbertson; Pickney, MI
Kerry Devries; Worth, IL
Pam Drake; Mich. City, IN
Elisa Jessup; St. Paul, MI
Cindy Keener; Ft. Wayne, IN
Beth Knudsen; St. Petersburg, FL
Karen Morris; Corry, PA
Kathy Newell; Mount Holly, NJ
Robyn Nowling; Boca Raton, FL
Janice Pinkley; Decatur, IL
Debrah Walkin; Freeport, Bahamas
Ledania Wallace; Boca Raton, FL
Marsha Wills; Akron, OH
Cheryl Yutzy; Upland, IN
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Second South
Carolyn Corey: Port Orchard, WA
Annette Eash; Shipshewana, IN
Peggi Essig; Indianapolis, IN
Kim Ferrall; Pittsburgh, PA
Nancy Denharting; Kalamazoo, Ml
Leslie Hill; Indianapolis, IN
April Hursey; Ligonier, IN
Heidi Ison; Madison. IN
Peggy Kendall; Upland, IN
Kellie Knutz; Hanover, IN
Jeni McCaughan; Worthington, OH
Katherme Meighan; Lansdale, PA
Janet Moir; Ontario, Canada
Marcia Moore; Albany, IN
Claudio Prestel; Pontiac, MI
Ruth Reyers; Grand Rapids, MI
Renee Rossi; Dover, NJ
Diane Said; Hartford City, IN
Dena Showalter; Imier, PA
Sheri Smith; Gas Citv, IN
Toni Thomas; Martinsville, IN
Sherrie Wheeler; Franklin, OH
Jena Wilson; Monitowoc, WI
What happens when 32 girls from
New Jersey to Nigeria are brought to-
gether for a year on Second South? They
have fun! We have a couple of shady
ladies, a toy Canadian, some musicians,
artists, tennis, volleyball, and basketball
jocks, a cheerleader, and 2 Tabaholics.
We are individuals. When we goof off
some of us like to play in the mud, go
trick or treating, have water, whipped
cream, and food fights, play football in
the snow, have backgammon tourna-
ments and jazzercize. Others break cof-
fee cups, hang clothes out their windows,
curl hair, get engaged, and lay out in
March. We're the undisputed "firsts" in
Wengatz at 5:00 p.m. for dinner togeth-
er.
Our entertainment ranges from West-
ern ho-downs to current movies like
"Tootsie". Our taste in cuisine goes from
Trojans to Butterfields, from hot cider
and doughnuts to cold "Hoes" and cook-
ies. Then to work it all off we compete
with enthusiasm in football, basketball
and Softball intramurals before hun-
dreds of devoted fans! Then when late
night excitement hits its peak as study-
ing begins, papers are typed, and built
up frustrations from classes turn into
hysteria. The ironing room becomes the
dreaded typing room, the girls are asked
to leave their suites, turn their radios




Because mom's had enough of it all and
has decided to go to bed, we all stop what
we're doing and quiet. For when the
lights go off in room 227 everything
draws to a close, thus ending yet another
exciting day on second south.
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Remember the playing in the
rain, telling ghost stories by can-
dlelight, watching the air popper
pop little kernels of corn, chatting
on the phone until all hours of the
night, and spending serene even-
ings in our cute dorm rooms.
Probably not because we're not
your usual dull floor.
We did smosh baugh. see-
plekers, koos, ughwashing while
quasiking, Praubriest, and the
most skilietins of them all mush-
keeoytemriestikle. And slaker-
wackes was it fun.
Third South
Julie Bailey; Yorktown, IN
Tracy Bane; Indianapolis, IN
Holly Barber; Wauseon, OH
Laurie Bean; Wheaton, IL
Sallv Bertram; East Brady, PA
Laurie Bohn; Muskegon, IL
Tammy Buttermore; Defiance, OH
K.C. Carlson; Lancaster, NY
Anne Cosgrove; Plainwell, MI
Linda DenHarting; Kalamazoo. M'
Lynne Duckworth; Port Charlotte, FL
Nancy Erickson; Eugene, OR
Kim Felton; Huntington, IN
Tina Hooks; Middletown, RI
Sue Lemaster; Bunker Hill, IN
Janna McComb; Gary, IN
Anne Maria McGrath; Mexico
Janey Reed; Marion, IN
Lori Shepard; Neenah, WI
Julia Shepherd, Warsaw, IN
Carolyn Sloll; Winona Lake. IN
Missy Town; Huntington, IN
Loreen Vincent; Neenah. WI
Linda Wally; Neenah. WI
Elaine Weber; Huntington, IN
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Fourth South
Laura Twrout; Huntington, IN
Janet Vanderdecker; Brandywine. MY
Dawn Berge; Elmhurst, IL
Lenora Cooper; Plainwell, MI
Liza Cruz; Coudersport, PA
Amanda Cull; LaPort, IN
Linnaea Everill; Rolling Prairie
Laura Forslund; Ada, MI
IN
Tammie Goodspeed; Syracuse, IN
Lisa Grindean; Mooresville, IN
Heidi Halterman; Ducanville, TX
Daphne Hasty; Fairmount, IN
Karis Henne; Duncanville, TX
.ludy Milliard; Clare, MI
Christine Hume; Danville. IN
Brenda Hunter; Leesburg, IN
Karen Inman; Sheridan, IN
Janet Logan; Kokomo. IN
Sarah Meier; Archbold, OH
Kathy Mix; lola, KS
Susan Nicholson; Bloomington, IN
Gail O'Neal; Detroit, MI
Andrea Price; Carmel, IN
Lynne Smith; LaPorte, IN
Peggy Spooner; Chesapeake. VA





















late nite talks and
"Almost heaven" when






Shirlee Ashworth; Wickliffe, OH
Trecia Bell; Mooreland, IN
Dorothy Birdsall; Farmington, Ml
Sally Brooks; Delphi, IN
Laurie Cialkowski; S. Holland, IL
Linda Clark; Medina, OH
Jill Dearforfl'; Nappanee, IN
Leilani Ehara; Upland, IN
Karen Frey; Decatur, IN
Amy Fuller; Uniondale, IN
Brenda Kay Harris; Quinton, NJ
Susan Hunter; LaFontaine, IN
.lane Jentick; Dedergrove, WI
Kellie Merrick; Wickenburg, AZ
Chris Nelson; Brookfield, WI
Laurel Pasma; Grand Rapids, MI
Linda Payton; Alexandria, IN
Sally Perkins; Indianapolis, IN
Jenny Rarick; South Bend, IN
Vanessa Rolh; Fillmore, NY
Jill Sprunger; Berne, IN
Shari Vigna; Livona, MI
Janice Walmsley; Zanesville, IN
Lou Ann Wilson; Monon, IN
Kim Zehr; Winfield, IL
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First West Olson
Teresa Anderson; Terre Haute, IN
Adona Gall; Comanche, OK
Chris Barthel; Ft. Wayne, IN
Carol Behmer; Winnebago, IL
Lisa Boyd; Saegertown, PA
Bev Brown; Ft. Lauderdale, PL
Connie Collins; Greenwood, IN
Susan Cook; Michigan City, IN
Cathy Deeter; Wabash, IN
Beth Duley; Terre Haute, IN
Holly Egner; Northville, MI
Pam Filby; Chardon, OH
Denise Frame; Farmland, IN
Beth Gabrielsen; Greenfield, IN
Melinda Harlan; Franklin, PA
Robin Harshbarger; Camden, IN
Diane Hufl'; Davton, OH
Amy Hunt; Ft. Wayne, IN
Cindy James; Whealon, IL
Lois Kiehlbauch; Racine, WI
Jenny Klosterman; Dayton, OH
lone Locker; Dayton, OH
Melissa Massey; Russiaville, IN
Susan Miller; Wakarusa, IN
Amy Mitchell; Noblesville, IN
Andrea Nelson; Glen Ellyn, IL
Annette Page; Mill Creek; IN
Marion Reeves; Englewood, OH
Deborah Sjogren; St. Paul, MN
Amy Smith; Lafayette, IN
Sherri Steiner; Wakarusa, IN
Tina Trisel; Rockford, OH
Sue Vinton; Morton, IL
Angela Waak; Ft. Wayne, IN
Kelly White; Montpelier, IN
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Second East Olson
Jo Ann Aeschliman; Archbold, OH
Marlasue Amstutz; Noblesville, IN
Bonnie Ansburg; Naperville, IL
Lynn Barrigar; Ann Arbor. Ml
Belzi Bliss; Westborough, MA
Ruth Cory; Wheaton, IL
Danine Dolizzi; Naperville, IL
Sandy Flesner; Bloominglon, IL
Karen Gerent; Westlake, OH
Lori Gillikin; Arnold, MD
Deb Glass; Upland, IN
Lori Hatteberg; Newark, IL
Melanie Hawkins; Miami, FL
Bccki Hensley; Greenwood, IN
Sherri Hewlett; Clementon, NJ
Carol Holtzapple; Mansfield, OH
Marcie Hundley; Marion, IN
Kari Jensen; Upland, IN
Lois Johansen; Succasunna, NJ
Cylinda Monroe; Wayne, MI
Janelle Murray; Converse, IN
Beth Musto; Wheaton, IL
Lora Muthiah; New Rockford, ND
Faith Nagle; Elmhurst, IL
Cindy Pearson; Rockford, IL
Karen Peterson; W. Chicago, IL
Sara Rector; Vinton, lA
Annetta Shipley; Mansfield, OH
Sandie Soderquist; Rogers, AR
Kris Walton; Zion, IL
Jocelyn Welling; Scottsburg, IN




Teresa Weyman: Meadville. PA
Kathlyn Cieri; Lowell, MI
Beth Bourgoyne; Largo, FL
Cindy Burgess; Portland, IN
Kathy Cabush; Racine, WI
Chris Carter; Grand Rapids, MI
Terri Comer; Swayzee, IN
Charmaine Crouse; Upland, IN
Daphne Davenport; Upland, IN
Belinda Ernst; Ypsilanti, MI
Kathy Fry; Upland, IN
Sue Geney; Randolph, NJ
Carrie Godfrey; Cypress, CA
Anita Guiler; Ft. Wayne, IN
Patty Hedrick; Marietta, GA
Tami Hornaday; Noblesville, IN
Juli King; Hesston, KS
Kristen Arnold; Franklin, IN
Laura Kosterman; Dayton, OH
Lisa Ledl; Trenton, Ml
Kathy Ludwig; Erie, PA
Kelly Metheny; Madison, IN
Heidi Montague; Cedarville, MI
Marsha Neal; Yorktown, IN
Kathy Nelson; Rockford, IL
Beth Ogren; Hinsdale, IL
Sue Plumb; Moorestown, NJ
Claudia Rishaw; Trenton, MI
Robin Sample; Upland, IN
Rita Stevens; Scottsdale, AZ
Ann Warner; Excelsior, MN
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Second Center Olson
Kim Brunner; Marion, IN
Karen Dams; Tompkinsville, KY
Colette Davis; Bipps, IN
Sharon Davis; Hopkinson, MA
Denise Dester; Washington, IL
Diane Finstrom; Vilal Park, IL
Beth Flora; Elkhart, IN
Cheryl Franklin; Northbrook, IL
Jill Garzon; Indianapolis, IN
Elaine Hervold; New City, NY
Shirley Houghtaline; Des Moines, lA
Linda Lubbert; Dayton, OH
Lisa Phillips; Geneva, IL
Ruth Plumb; Noblesville, IN
Diane Rutter; Clare. MI
Becky Salsberry; Sharpsville, IN
Linda Shinn; Seattle, WA
PrisciUa Smith; Wheaton, IL
Judy Vigna; Livonia, MI
Sue Young; Harleysville, PA
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Third Center Olson
Becky Boreland; Peoria, IL
Sue Boyer; Converse, IN
Bonnie Brown; Ft. Louderdale, IN
Cindi Dawes; LaFontaine, IN
Debbie Dickason; Carolstream. IL
Kathy Duffey; Monroe Falls, OH
Margie Gowman; Wickliffe, OH
Cesli Grimm; Morion, IL
Cristi Grimm; Morion, IL
Suzanne Haddad; Casstown, OH
Debbie Harrold; Fl. Wayne, IN
Betsy Helmus; Wyoming, MI
Clneri Hopkins; Rockford, OH
Kim Hulcheson; Whealon, IL
Vicky Mueller; Jackson, MI
Chris Oliveira; Somerdale, NJ
Beth Plumb; Mooreslown, NJ
Kathy Roberts; Ft. Wayne, IN
Celia Zehr; Glendale Heights; IL
When I think back on the time I spent
living on Third Center Olson 1 always
get a silly smile on my face. Without
being overly sentimental I can honestly
say that the times I spent on 3C0 were
some of the best of my life. 1 mean,
where else can you always find someone
who would love to order a Trojan pizza
(with everything) with you at 1:00 a.m.?
Had I not lived on 3C0 I never would
have known the "thrill" of a pick-a-date,
the suspense of secret sister/brother
week, or the adventure of a 10:55 p.m.
shake run to Hoe's. Life as I know it
would not be the same had I not exper-
ienced some of these simple pleasures.
Aside from these memories, I'll al-
ways remember the time spent with car-
ing wing-mates in prayer or pouring over
our bibles together. God gave me a bless-
ing after blessing while living on 3C0,
through the loving friends He brought
into my life. I'll never be the same.
3 cheers to 3COand most of all, here's
to you Grace! Thanks for the memories.
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High atop Olson Hall on the eastern wing
is a rare collection of Taylor's finest fe-
males. We have 12 fraternizing freshmen,
13 scoping sophomores, 13 jiving juniors,
and a solo senior. You'll find the girl of your
dreams, no matter what your interests . . .
actresses, cheerleaders, coaches, intellects,
journalists, missionaries, musicians, offi-
cers, senators . . . you name it we've got it!
Our more notable activities include: a
stunning performance as the 3rd East Trav-
elers in the Variety Show, turning Muncie
Mall upside down on a 50's signature scav-
enger hunt, originating the hallway aerobic
"dancers", a fast starting football squad led
by Tom Landry, Dave Burns and assistant
Vic Welker. The everpresenl aroma of pop-
corn and pizza permeate the wing as the
familiar tune "Muscles" blares from the
stereos.
This outstanding selection may be ob-
tained by dialing x356 or visiting our open
houses, if all else fails we are highly visible
in our florescenl gold wing sweaters.
Third East Olson
Lynn Baily; Michigan City, IN
Lynne Belt; Reynoidsburg. OH
Karen Boggess; Kinnelon, NJ
Joann Brandner; Oal^park, IL
Jennifer Broolcs; Greenville, OH
Lisa Bushong; Columbus, IN
Vicki Colestock; Greenfield, IN
Tracy Davis; Norwich, OH
Frances Demerritt; Glen Ellyn. IL
Tia Denney; Springboro, OH
Patty Depree; Zeeland, MI
Deb Dohner; Kentland, IN
Lisa Egolf; Novelty, OH
Cindy Ericson; Indianapolis, IN
Cathy Ewing; Wheaton, IL
Debbie Feige; Libertyville, IL
Shelley Glenn; Spencerville, IN
Martha Greenagel; Grafton, ND
Marcia Harness; Marion, IN
Tammy Hinman; Vickburg, MI
Melodee Hoffman; Rockford, IL
Lisa Johnson; Wheaton, IL
Lynelle Kulp; Soderton, PA
Jody Luxford; Glen Ellyn, IL
Barb Metzger; Peoria, IL
Cindi Olenik; Arlington Hgts, IL
Jillane Sikkenga; Muskegon, MI
Karen Sparks; Belvidere, IL
Janice Teela; Wheaton, IL
Krislen Thorn; Poughkeepsie, NY
Esther Wagoner; Delphi, IN
Rhonda Welborn; Elwood, IN
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Third West Olson
Jackie Bass; Travers City, MI
Lori Bond; Morton, IL
Ruth Boughton; Kokomo, IN
Lois Burch: Cathagena, OH
Cheryl Burnside; Lapeer, MI
Donna Carlburg; Wheaton, IL
Sherri Comer; Swayzee, IN
Jill Cooper; Oakwood, OH
Jennifer Deal; Piqua, OH
Gerri Detweiler; Allegan, MI
Lynn Harmon; Gallon, OH
Cass Huston; Millersburg, OH
Patti Irvin; Silver Spring, MD
Kellie Jewell; Stevensville, MI
Lisa Jones; Columbus Grove, OH
Sally Keith; Defiance, OH
Kathy Kelly; Scotts, MI
Jo Kessel; Flint, Ml
Denise Maples; Glen Ellyn, IL
Diane Maples; Glen Ellyn, IL
Susan Merritt; Wheaton, IL
Andrea Mouat; Beavercreek, OH
Kim Offenhauser; Fairfield, NJ
Susan Oliver; Upland, IN
Lori Owens; Cincinnati, OH
Joyce Pax; Portland, IN
Kathy Payne; Brazil, IN
Kathy Pople; Glen Ellyn, IL
Karla Pyle; Portland, IN
Lisa Symon; Muskegan, MI
Any focus on Third West Olson would
have to center on the wide variety of unique
qualities in its individuals. The 19 new
wing-mates quickly picked up this "be
yourself" spirit from the "core" (1 1 of the
original 26 1 980 freshmen, and the 4 sopho-
mores on the wing).
Special memories of the 1982-83 year
include: Kathy Kelly's Doogan, the wing
mascot and wonderdog; the wing mystery
meal (yea, cold spaghetti!); Sally's AL-
MOST five foot tall party; "The Dating
Game" (You are so beautiful to me); Jackie
Bass and the Spazzmatics; the Nativity ac-
cording to Jones; Jill and Sally at Christ-
mas; "Who took the bathroom partitions?"
(Tradition!); 1st place in the Olson Hall
Halloween Decorating contest (mmm —
all those doughnuts); the Rest-In-Peace,
M*A*S*H party; hair cuts and perms in
the bathroom with Hollia's ghetto blaster;
and last but not least — NEW PENS for
the graffitti boards in the bathroom!
( Kooter, vou fleabitten cutie you.) GRACE
olson'lives!
Julia Wixtrom; Republic, MI
Judi Zakaluk; Sommerville, NJ
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First Morris
Jerome Agner; Lawrenceburg, IN
Tom Boehr; Bluffton, OH
Bert Chapman; Marion, IN
Doug Chupp; Upland, IN
Mike Chupp; Mooresville, IN
Robert Collette; Greemown, IN
David Dugan; Moorestown, NJ
Lee Eaton; Lexington, KY
Joe Finch; Liberty, IN
Gary Gallup; Tekonsha, Ml
Chris Goeglein; Ft. Wayne, IN
Steve Graybill; Lancaster, PA
Phil Klunzinger; LaGrange, OH
Dan Krula; Mendota, IL
Kevin Lavanchy; VanBuren, IN
Dave McClow; Northbrook, IL
Steve McGarvey; Walhalla, MI
Vance McLarren; Auburn, IN
Kevin Meyer; Columbus, IN
Steve Mortland; Edison, NJ
Tim Norton; Ft, Wayne, IN
Robert Nugen; Auburn, IN
Kerry Oren; Losantville, IN
Kent Oxley, Losantville, IN
Tom Reynolds; Clarendon Hills, IL
Dan Rupp; Blissfield, MI
Jmi Scales; Hackettstown, NJ
Troy Silvernale; Dowagiac, MI
Henry Smith; Greenfield, IN
Tim Smith; Elkhart, IN
Ross Vandine; Upland, IN
Andy Veenstra; Comstock Park, MI
Craig Weyandt; Cherry Hill, NJ
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Second Morris
Tim Anderson; Rockford, IL
Mark Benson; Marion, IN
Scott Bibler; Mentone, IN
John Bloomberg; Rockford, IL
John Braishaw; Warner, NH
Dean Callison; Auke Bay, AK
Jon Campbell; New Castle, PA
Brett Conner; Hartford City, IN
Roger Erickson; Chattanooga, TN
Mike Evans; Marion, IN
Steve Flowers; Marion, IN
Hans Keener; Ft. Wayne, IN
Tim Kroeker; Upland, IN
Keith Landis; Indianapolis, IN
Steve Long; Battle Creek, MI
Chris Loomis; Ventura, CA
Brian Lydy; Willard, OH
J. P. Matson; Geneva, IL
Tim Nelson; Libertyville, IL
Tim Nevenschwander; Berne, IN
Carey Peters; Millford, NB
Jeff Raymond; Assumption, IL
Steve Resch; Lafayette, IN
Greg Roth; Defiance, OH
Joel Sakura; Alburquerque, NM
Kevin Shoen; Berrien Center, MI
Jim Sittler; Silver Lake, IN
David Sleiner; Ft. Wayne, IN
Jon Steiner; Ft. Wayne, IN
Scott Swan; Marion, IN
If you should walk through Sammy II on
any given day you might encounter some
very unique experiences. Possibly you
would encounter wicked D's, a muckluk,
passion, psycho, lobo, lude or the rek-
nowned wazoo and his friends with the blow
gun and shirkens. Maybe talk with a
schwanz or slam dance a stretch and get
into a champagne jam with jammin Jeff. If
you're invited to the classic floor banquet
you could sit next to a coke and crackers, or
just have intimate conversation with Nake
Burlap. However, consistent soccer victo-
ries, dominant B-Ball and tennis ball wars
are our forte, we don't like luggage on Sam-
my II but we do take in body buddies. Ever
met the famed "Gung Foo?" He's in the
hall occasionally, and so is John McEnroe.
Seriously . . . focusing in on Sammy II
will bring you to see the good friendships,
spiritual growth, and good times we have
when we're together.
Mark Taylor; Auke Bay; AK
Phil Walton; Mapleshade, NJ
Greg Wheeler; Piqua, OH
Ed Williams; Mount Prospect, IL
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In 1967, Third Morris be-
came the brotherhood. Since
then, it has been a tradition and
the tradition lives on today. The
brotherhood is not just a name,
it is an adventure and anyone
who lives on Third Mo is a true
brother.
The brotherhood spirit was
brought out through endless
hours of video "War Lords,"
food, push-up poker, butt slid-
ing, dead squirrels, mud foot-
ball, serenading the senoritas,
lounge wrestling, and just plain
blowing off studies.
There were different activi-
ties — The Chili Pot Party,
Barn Movie Night. The Ski
Trip, our annual Christmas
Party, The Racquetball Tour-
nament, and our traditional
Bro-Ho court.
Intermurals during the 82-83
season can be summed up in
this way — "It is not whether
you win or lose, it is how much
fun you had that counts."
Third Morris
Steve Bauman; Berne, IN
Mark Breederland; Utica, MI
Von Clendenen; Miami, FL
Steve Conrad; Brazil, IN
Randy Debruyen; Grand Rapids, MI
John Dorsey; Warsaw, IN
Rick Francis Middletown, RI
Paul Gammege: Bluffton. OH
Jeff Gillette: Cuyahoga Falls, OH
Damon Grube; North Judson
Darren Haman; Sanpierre, IN
Mike Harlan; Franklin, PA
Clark Hewitt; Petoskey, Ml
Todd Johnson; Kirkwood, MO
Steve Kastelein; Upland, IN
Jeff Keller; Upland, IN
Bruce Marshall; Wheaton, IL
Todd Meissner; Des Plaines, IL
Tom Millikan; New Castle, IN
Ron Moser; Berne, IN
Steve Neideck; Upland, IN
Kevin Planck; Gas City, IN
Bohn Popp; Fort Wayne, IN
Scott Revere; Bayport, NY
Mark Reynolds; Creve Coeur,
Jeff Rockey; Idaville, IN
Jon Roth; Upland, IN
Jim Russell; Rockford, IL
Greg Smith; Gas City, IN
MO
Shawn Swan; Marion, IN
Paul Teld; Akron, OH
Todd Welch; Broomal, PA
ST. Williams; Gary. IN
Mark Yoder; Bluffton, OH
Steve Zeitler; Naperville, IL
SO Dorms
Fourth Morris
Scott Shaum; Goshen, IN
Tom Spahr; Warren. IN
Kendall Walton; Zion, IL
Richard West; Greenwood
Bill Albert; Pequannock, NJ
Ed Anderson; Warsaw, IN
Mark Bates; Rockford, IL
Alex Bromhead; Ocean City, NJ
Bob Brothers; Huntington, IN
Scott Brubaker; Elburn, IL
Jay Busch; Wabash, IN
Chris Cardiff; Dayton, OH
Jay Case; Hobart, IN
Dave Chupp; Goshen, IN
Kent Cranor; Goswell, GA
Brad Culp; Bloomingdale, IL
Rob Curry; Winchester, IN
Scott Etchison; Muncie, IN
David Fenstermacher; Walkerlon, IN
Jeff Ferrier; Ft. Wayne, IN
Marvin Fisher; Dayton, OH
Rick Florian; Wallerton, IN
Todd Gardner; Anderson, IN
Rod Halvorsen; Moores Town, NJ
Kevin Hartman; Burn, IN
Kevin Helmuth; Littleton, CO
Tim Leonard; Maquom, WI
Skip Lockyear; Wyoming, MI
Jon McCracken; Elmhurst, IL
Brian Minnich; Winchester, IN
J.D. Mosiman; Elgin. IL
Harold Porter; Cambridge, MA
Craig Robinson; Philadelphia, PA
Tom Schmitz; Wauseon, OH
"Hey Mac-cracklin, Gimme
dat hamma . . .heh!" "... Piz-
za!.!" "Look at that gut, Gil!"
"Just git on the phone!!" "...
right Rod?" "Hey guys, want a
cup of cooaffee?" Dissatisfied
with the EngHsh language, the
men of 4th Morris did what
they could to improve commu-
nication. Ah yes, let us not for-
get, "I am a cat . . . my daugh-
ter my cat is my own ... my
son." Nice T-shirt Sebastian.
The Penthouse is a quiet,
laid-back place where life is
slow and easy. If you are really
observant, you may even see
some wild life — remember
"Z"? The Penthouse Mascot,
loved by all. Unfortunately, he
broke a few hygiene codes and
was promptly exiled to Boston.
For those of us that stayed
around, floor life consisted of
everything from corporate jug-
gling, an all too-occasional wa-
ter fight, prayer groups, a Da-
vid Letterman Fan Club,
anywhere from 2 to 4 phones,
beards coming and going, and
ear rings — mostly going.
One more thing, somebody





Jim Allan; Trenton, MI
Carl Broman; Blufflon, IN
Jim Butler; Richmond, IN
Ed Campbell; Muskegon, Ml
Jim Campbell; Richmond, IN
Dave Cheesman; Danville. IN
Bob Christman; Columbus, IN
Randall Cleven; Leo, IN
William Crismon; Newark, DS
Tom Emmons; New Albany, OH
J. P. Gentile; Leo, IN
Tim Glass; Upland, IN
Tom Granitz; Elkhart, IN
Fred Himebaugh; Bronson. MI
Doug Hockenbrocht; Jackson, MI
Tim Jackson; Upland, IN
Dan Ledbetter; Ottawa, IL
Dan Lewis; Aurora, IL
Scott Litwiller; Elkhart, IN
Dean Moyer; Mt. Cory, OH
Tim Petty; Upland, IN
Rob Reneker; Warsaw, IN
Tom Saunders; Findley, OH
John Trout; Warren, IN
Dave Webb; Whittcmore, MI
Vic Welker; Morrisdale, PA




Terr> Allen; Bedford, NH
Charles Bauer; Kearne\, NB
John Bennett; Wheaton, IL
Bob Benson; Madina. OH
Tro\ Br\an; Greencastle. IN
Bob Canfield; Lombard, IL
Doug Clark; Medina. OVl
Bill Ferrell: New Castle, PA
Robin Finch; Portland, IN
Ben Fulton; Trov, OH
Dave Granger; Almond, NY
Paul Hadley; Danville, IN
Dan Johnson; Grand Rapids, Ml
Jeff Jones; Glen Ellyn, IL
Todd Kelly; Scotts, Ml
Greg Mervine; Greenwood, DE
Gregg Morris; Peoria, IL
Roger Muselman; Berne, IN
(jreg Olson; Grayeslakc, IL
Chris Peterson; Lavton, Ml
Jon Ring; Conneaul, OH
Kent Schmidt; Howe, IN
Scott Souck; Pennville, IN
Steve Stone; Kettering, OH
Barrv Von Lanken; Chevansc, IL
Bible studies, special speakers. Grave Dan-
ger, Bad Times, First West Rocks, M.W,,
The Baldies, '•D"-Bag, athletes, Pat-0,
poker, dippin'. Hinysmeller. Olie. She-
phead. MASH, women. The Dike, muds-
lide. D.J., Spaghetti, Marathon Man, Tro-
jan Pizza, Benss, The Rock, Hazel, darts,
compouts, Joe Mama. Flick, vomit head,
lightning bolts, muscles. The Schmitter
(IBM), cutting in line, Benny Hill, Chapel,
Had-Man, Free Bird, piranhas, Dutch
Treat, Beach parties. Greg-0, Ringus,
Good News, bowling, studs, Canman,
Toddmo. warball. All Northern Hemi-
sphere, Boxcar. Linnard, Rockin' Stereos,
Nofun, Winds of War, Stoney, darts, wom-
en after hours, Whitey, River Raiders, Bad
to the Bone, Etz, Cheeseburger, pong, late
nights . . . late mornings, Chaz Pub, saunas,
women. Hall of Flame, etc . . .
That says it all!!!!!
Dan Waller; Hillsboro, CA
Mike Weddle; Greenwood, IN
Steve Worch; Ketering, OH
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When looking back
It all seems blurred,
Well here's a reminder
Of things that occurred —
There were times that were tough
And we were subdued,
But a friend was near
And hope was renewed.
There were times that were fun.
With rooms full of laughter
Like Kerby and graveyards
And the embarrassment after.
We were all on our own.
Yet all worked together.
The guys we all knew
We'll remember forever.
Perhaps most of all.
And most encouraging.
Was that our wing cared.
And that meant everything.
Second East Wengatz
Kent Allen; Aurora, IL
Brad Bahl; Shreve, OH
Mark Bolthouse; Granville, Ml
Dan Brown; Trenton, Ml
Andy Campbell; Glenview, IL
Yusufu Dankaro; Nigeria
Leondard Fisher; Champagen, IL
Paul Harris; Holly, MI
Chris Henke; Akron, OH
Silas Horton; Alwood, KS
Mark Klayum; Itasca, IL
Jeff Lenz; Zionsville, IN
Kerby Loukes; Ballston Lake, NY
Matt MacPherson; Wheaton, IL
Dave Eiller; Pierceton, IN
Tim Miller; Champaign, IL
Dan Nichols; Williamsburg, OH
Walt Ogilvie; Zionsville, IN
Ken Pearson; Col. Springs, CO
Bill Pritchett; Frankton, IN
Marc Racer; Champaign, IL
Steve Reynolds; Findlay, OH
Jeff Schaffner; Pontica, Ml
Doug Shultz; Elyria, OH
Scott Swaim; Lafayette, IN
!-¥^i
Clement Teo; Singapore
Kenny Vint; Greentown, IN
David Wesner; Bloomington. IN
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Second West Wengatz
Steve Adams; Kokomo, IN
Scott Amstutz; Ft. Wayne, IN
Dave Becker; Ft. Wayne, IN
Doug Bleyaert; Monroe, MI
David Burns; Kalamazoo, Ml
Brett Cowell; Galveston, IN
Dan Detrick; Midlothian, VA
Dave Ericson; Naperville, IL
Dan Hauser; Gridley, IL
Loren Hershberger; N, Judson, IN
Ranga Kakraia; Ft. Wayne, IN
Loewen Landis; El Paso. IL
Gideon Mburu; Upland, IN
Tim Noreen; Littleton, CO
Dave Reid; Cincinnati, OH
Roland Rohrer; Goshen, IN
Don Sauer; Burton, MI
Rob Taylor; Alexandria, IN
David Thompson; Metamora, IL
Scott Wagoner; Marion, IN
"Generations come and generations go,
but the earth remains forever." — Eccl.
1:4 NIV —
So it goes with the men of Second West
seems to linger on for an eternity. There is
always a number of new faces on our wing
each year, and there is always a number of
faces that disappear. But the bright side of
it all is that the faces turn into people and
then into friends and then into life-long
buddies in the inbetween time.
What's so unique about our wing? Not
much. But then that's what is unique. We
are just a bunch of "average guys" — Not
too studdly and not too weird. Well, maybe
one or two of us are weird. Anyway, we
have our freshmen who faint at the sight of
Taylor's female types — interpret that as
you so desire, and we have our panicking
seniors fainting right beside them. Yet
whether it's the guy across the hall or the
gal across the street, Taylor friendships
seem to stick with us for the rest of our lives.
See ya next year Second West.
David Walker; Monroe, MI
Steve Wells; Ashland, OH
Todd Wesswick; Denver, CO
Mike Woodcock; Upper Nyack, NY
Lance Wygant; Roanoke, IN
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Second Center Wengatz
Chris Adams; Ft. Wayne, IN
Randy Brookes; Marion, OH
David Guirriero; Longwood, FL
John Hagy; Upland, IN
Scott Hammond; Dallas, TX
Guy Hursey; Ligonier, IN
Randy Jenkins; Houston, PA
Steve Johnson; Sedgwick, KS
Todd Kidder; Millersburg, IN
Pierce Kuhn; Tampa, FL
Bryan Lautenback; Dallas, TX
Dave McAdams; Largo, FL
Tom McAfee; Bolton, MAS
Joel Oesterle; Dallas, TX
Leon Ravenna; Miles, IL
Bradley Strange; Speedway, IN
Jeff Troyer; Churubusco, IN
Steve VanNattan; Dallas, TX
Andy Varner; Gilson, IL




John Back; Batavia, OH
Joey Bartow; Greenville, SC
Jon Bieri; Lowell, MI
Bob Boharic; Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Jim Cummer; Indianapolis, IN
Neil Farrell; Westerville, OH
Dwighl Hammond; Hackettstown, NJ
Burt Kaper; Orland Park, IL
Dwight Kingdon; Chattanooga, TN
Rich Millisor; Akron, OH
John Montgomery; Muncie, IN
Bob Myers; South Bend, IN
Scott Pattison; Mile, IN
John Rhoton; Mosdach, W. Germany
Toby Tatum; Encmitas, CA
Jeff Weber; Charlotte, NC
There is one wing on campus wher? the real mean-
ing of togetherness and brotherly love is portrayed:
Third Center Wengatz. This unique wing is made up
of guys from all walks of life with many diverse
goals. Together they do such things as "The Moral-
ity Patrol"; Spelunking, eating, skydiving, swim-
ming in the lake in Feb., blowing bubbles at the
annual Christmas Chapel, and the famed "Blues
Brothers."
This year Third Center has grown together in
Christ, working to glorify God in all things. The
Spirit of God has been revealed through our weekly
Bible Study, discipleship groups, and our love for




Dennis Amrinc; Zanesville, OH
Dave Anderson; Wheaton, IL
Dan Bragg; W. Liberty, OH
Ed Ciesia; Bullalo Grove. IL
Mike Cira; Columbia City. IN
Andy Elliot; Glenn Ellen. IL
Richard Green; Rushville. IN
Greg Harris; Piqua, OH
Keith Kamradt; Bridgman. Ml
Alan Mast; Berne, IN
Doug McPhail; Muskegon. Ml
Phil Mulder; Muskegon, Ml
Ron Phillips; West Islip, NJ
Brad Rupp; Archbold, OH
Doug Striker; Muskegon His \1
1
Philip Taylor; Meirlon. WV
Robert Theisen; Millbrae, CA
.Icff Whiteley; Flint. Ml
Michael Wills; Trenton. Ml
Austin Winkk'iii;in. South Bend. IN
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Third West Wengatz
Dan Thompson, Babson Park, FL
Tadanobu W'alanabe; Tucker. GA
Gar> \Vi\trom; Republic. MI
Doug Ber; DeMottc, IN
Mark Bowell; Indianapolis, IN
Martin Carney; Lincoln, IL
Nate Cherry; Jackson, Ml
Bruce Coffin; W'aterford, PA
Glen Ford; Lexington, OH
Jeff Fratus; Kingwood. TX
Glenn Harsch; Lombard. IL
Kevin Her; Van Wen. OH
Eric Key; Mansfield, OH
Troy Kidder; Millersburg. IN
David Koons; Buc>rucs. OH
Terry Linhart; New Paris. IN
Matt Lort; Denver. CO
Jeff Morton; Gallon. OH
John Ploeg; Holland. Ml
Jim Ray; Buffalo Grove. IL
Lee Reffey; Lima. OH
Randy Rosema; Grand Rapids. Ml
Mike Rountree; Goodrich. Ml
Dave Slaughter; Kokomo, IN
Mien Sowers; Louisville. KN'
Keith Spencer; Indpls. IN
Mark Terrell; Greenwood, IN
3rd West Roll Call:
Mark & Nate. Himmel & Tad,
Duane & Marty & Grutus.
Randy & Doug (Who?), Doug
& Troy, Troy & Terry, MWL
& Glen ("the" room), Glenn &
Coo; .Allen, .'\llen & Spenc, .Al-
len, Bruce & Mike, Bruce &
Matt, Matt & John & Keith,
John & Matt, John & Leon,
Dave & Eric, Gary & Kevin
(Who?), Gary, Mark & Mark,
Fratus & Bowell, T & Jeff, Da-
lane & Paul, Paul, Carl & Jim-
mie, Don & Phil. Jim & Ken,
Jim & Wade and Wade & Jim,
Run around Sue!!! (Dave and
Led, WL) — That's us . . .
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The Hilton, The Ritz, The Broadmore, MGM Grand. All estab-
lishments of excellent reputation and impeccable credentials, yet
when the subject turns to quality lodging and unparallelled lifes-
tyle, and even a smattering of education, the aforementioned estab-
lishments wish they could even compete with the leader. That
leader is SWALLOW ROBIN ACADEMY FOR YOUNG
MEN.
Swallow Robin is an academ\ for achievers. In fact. Swallow's
versatility, which is considered to be one of its major assets, can be
attributed to the many institutions which were founded by some of
the dorm's bigger achievers.
The Archives; An excellent collection of artifacts that take the
visitor on a short walk through near-forgotten corners of T.U.
history. Co-chaired by Duplex and Jate, doctors of Rebellion Psy-
chology, the Archives would like to thank the many civic-minded
donors.
Waterman Federal Savings and Loan; Gary Waterman, Presi-
dent of our local banking institution, is very understanding and has
never been known to repossess essential items such as albums or
stereo equipment. He has been cooperative enough to restrict such
actions to non-essentials such as textbooks and classnotes.
The Lost Banquet: Greg "Mongo" Quavis, who was mistakenly
left in charge of the traditional Swallow Christmas banquet, re-
ceives biggest achievement award.
Swallow Robini; The often copied, never equalled annual Italian
dinner in the Lavish Swallow Lounge was once again a smashing
success. Thank you Chefs Ludwigi and Beet.
Roach Ranches Consolidated; Swallow offers prime habitat for
the ranching of cockroaches. The spring round-up shows the herd
at maximum density with plenty of meat on the hoof. Ranch fore-
man Hype says, "The Pizza and calisthenics have definitely paid
off. Herd upgrading is in process with our new bull, Gramps."
Hill House; A hands-on lab experience in the second law of
thermodynamics.
The institution would like to thank the following people for their
selfless sacrifice and hard work; Flash, Pash, Guacamole, Beet, R-
R-Rieth, Slick, Water Q, Hype, Z, Lud, Coke (B-B-B), Jate, The
Dupe, and Gramps.
if you too care to achieve, call 371 and ask for Myles.
Swallow Robin
Kris Bullock; Upland. IN
John Burge; Wilmington. DE
Greg Davis; Laporte, IN
Scott Doane; Otisville. Ml
Tom Duncan; Rockford, IL
Dan Edwards; Miami. PL
Tim Ferris; Milton, IN
Brian Ferro; Chicago, IL
Roger Gerig; Auburn, IN
Lance Kammes; Chicago, IL
Tim Kneuss; Celina, OH
Leiand Lasure; Bellaire. OH
Jim Mills; Plymouth, Ml
Phil Norton; Houghton. NY
Tmi Pashlcy; Marmorc, NJ
Keith Riccitelli; Toledo. OH
Trace Roth^ Leo. IN
Keith Taylor; Miami, FL
Gary Waterman; Northville, MI
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Off-Campus
Sheryl Adrianion; Gas City. IN
Cheryl Andershon; Lombard, IL
K.athy Bowman; New Paris, IL
Jane Brand; Fort Wayne, IN
Daniel Bryant; Van Buren, IL
Roberto Cadena; Harlingen, TX
Paul Clark; Hartford Cit^y, IN
Loren Cooper; Upland, IN
Clark Cowden; Terre Haute, IN
Leslie Cruz; Coudersport, PA
Michelle Daniel; Upland, IN
Patrick Dickey; Marion. IN
Beth Eppard; Hartford City, IN
Steve Fahlcn; Grand Rapids, IL
Rollin Ford; Savannah, GA
Steve Fowler; Monon, IN
Melodv Gongwer; Upland, IN
Donald Hecox; Loves Park, IL
Kelly Hess; Upland. IN
Anita Houser; Portland, IN
Patsy Howard; Upland, IN
Carol Hummel; Fort Wayne; IN
Ron Johnson; St, John, IN
Carol Kastelem; Upland, IN
Jay Laffoon; Upland, IN
Glenda Lehman; Kidron, OH
Brad Long; Gas City, IN
Greg Matthews: Bloomington, IN
Marcia Melvin; Oakbrook, IL
Jenny Miller; Lancaster, OH
Sherry Owsley; Gas City, IN
Tim Pettigrcw; Hartford City, IN
Gina Plain; Upland, IN
John Plain, Upland, IN
Brent Resler; Van Buren, IN
Karen Ritchie; Washington, Ml
Tim Senter; Haysi, VA
Laura Smith; New Castle, IN
Cindy Spencer; Middletown, OH
Anita Stanridge; Kokomo, IN
Jerry Swarts; Amherst, OH
Jay Williams; .Matthews. IN
r:)0RMS/9l
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Student Bod;- President, Scott Preissler.
"This year has been a year of strategic
growth for TSO," stated president Scott
Preissler. The organization strived to be-
come a more personal organization. Their
main goal was to serve the students effec-
tively and efficiently.
TSO members invested their time in
many programs throughout the year. They
planned and staged a multi-cultural week-
end. During this weekend 35 black high
school students took a serious look at TSO.
One branch of this organization. Student
Court, broadened their range of responsi-
bility. They began to deal with student dis-
cipline problems for the first time.
The various branches of TSO worked to-
gether on informing the students about a
wide variety of issues. Scott Preissler said,
"I really feel as though we let the students
know what was happening on campus."
Student Court
ROW 1 : Shannon Lightbody, Marilyn Hall, Judy Zo-
kulak, ROW 2: Clement Teo, Chief Justice Dave Cal-
dcrhead, Doug Grantiz, Bert Chapman, Jeff Ferrier.
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News of the Day
Typist Laura Yeager
Student Senate
ROW 1: Janice Wamsley, Karen Fox, Lisa
Donnell, Amy BixeL Michelle Keener, Cheryl
Anderson. ROW 2: Shelley Lucas, Shirley
Houghtaling, Kelly Neer, Brad Davis. Douglas
McPhail, Brian PauL
SAC
Rick Florian, Beth Steiner, Terry Allen, Jim
Teela, Joy Tietze, Jay Schindler, Tammy Hin-
man, Chris Loomis.
The nine-member Student Activi-
ties Council dedicated themselves to
providing a variety of quality activi-
ties for Taylor students, glorifying Je-
sus Christ in their endeavors. They
met weekly to plan events, dedicating
their lime and talent to Christ.
Highlights of the year's activities
included the first successful outdoor
movie, "The Promise"; all-campus
Christmas caroling; and Nostalgia
Night. Several blockbuster movies
shown were "Star Wars," "Chariots
of Fire," "Victory," "Rocky III,"
"Star Trek II," and "Raiders of the
Lost Ark."
Outstanding fall and spring con-
cert series were performed by such
Christian stars as Benny Hester,
Stephanie Boosahda, Randy Stone-
hill, Leon Patillo, Russ Taft, Joe Eng-
lish, Chris Christian, DeGarmo &
Key, and Farrell & Farrell. A double
concert was presented by Servant and
Fireworks. Magician and mentalist,
Danny Korem, entertained, informed




Chris Loomis, Tammy Hinman. and Doug McPhail
Echo Staff
ROW I: Greg Matthews, Mike Mischler, Brian Walton, Hani Miller, Marcia Harness, Bditor glcncja Ichman, Harvuy Warwick, Kim
Ferral. Susan Nicholson. ROW 1: Doug Walton, Steve Meeks, Craig Bridwell, Keith Riccitelli. Dave Fisher, Julia Shepherd, Jenny
Peterson ROW ,^: Leslie Cru/, Chris Loomis. Jell Rasniond. Mike Daughlery.
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Art Club
ROW 1: Dave Fenstermacher, President Abbie Ansburg. ROW 2: Kacy Meighan,
\ iLC-Presidem Pat Cook. Chris Loomis, Cindy Kelley. ROW 3: Member at Large
Donna Ault. Kyle Alfricnd, Secretary Judy Swallcy. Faculty Advisor Aletha Jones,
Rhoda Gerig.
Math Club
ROW I; Brett Cowell. Jim Botta. Susan Hunter, Jocelyn Welling. Diane Stocksdalc. Dr. Paul Harms. ROW 2: Tad Watanabc, lone Locker, John
Dorsey, Mark Taylor. ROW 3: Kevin Lavanchy, Lynn Belt, Tom Jenkins, Prof. Dale Wenger, Dr. Neuhouser. ROW 4: Steve King. Steve
VanNattcn, John Cocanower. Clark Hewitt. Tim Anderson. Scott Swan.
Clubs 97
Class Officers
Senior Class Junior Class
Treasurer Deb Messamore, Secretary Kim Wheaton, President Jon Stocks- Vice President Ben Fulton, Secretary Deb Doner, President Doug Clark,
dale. Vice President Carrie Green. Treasurer Mark Terrell.
'-»i«y>a'v-i;-afer.vtwy»^. -r "^' -<'•:
Sophomore Class
Secretary Sue Vinton, Treasurer Andy Campbell, Vice President Mark
Bowell, President Jeff Fratus.
Freshman Class
President Dan Krula, Secretary Barb Kessler, Treasurer Deena Martinelli,
Vice President Greg Cox.
98 — Clubs
Personal Assistants
ROW 1: Jill Cooper. Lea Kinzer, Lisa Jones, Steve McGarvey, Delbert
Gibson, Kevin Greves. ROW 2: Bonnie Hess, Cindy Olenilc, Jana Green,
Vanessa Roth, Kathy Newell, Jon Stocksdale. ROW 3: Patty DePree, Kim
Meyer, Karen Nelson, Sue Plumb. ROW 4: Sharon Hicks, Julie Raines,
Robin Hockenbrocht. ROW 5: Heidi Montague, Loren Hershberger, Bill
Ferrel. Mark Walker, Clark Hewitt. ROW 6: Jon Jacobson, Trace Roth,
Dave Holt, Dan Johnson, Jim Campbell.
Parnassus
Marjorie Gowman, Vicki Muller, Lisa Calvin. Teresa Scheffler, Harvey
Warwick.
Business
ROW I : Sue Vinton. Kim Offenhauser, Gcrri Dclwicller, Rcnay Rossi. Caroline Larscn. ROW I. Bill Andreas. Mark Terrell
Boehr. Johnnie Slash, Bob Benson, Brad Culp, Dan Craig.
Clubs — 99
Soccer Club
ROW 1: Steve Price, Matt Crimson, Ralph
Poyo, Steve Mortland, Jon Steiner, Mark Tay-
lor, Dave Steiner. ROW 2: Yusufu Dankuru,
Gaylen Clausen, Rick Knodler, Dave Granger,
Doug Grantiz, Dave Jost, Gideon Mburu,
Mike Mischler, Dwayne Moore, Brad Davis,
Scott Taylor, Tim Smith.
Black Cultural
Society
ROW I : Laurie Bohn, Nellie McGee-Wallace,
Karen Seymour, Rhonda McComb, Cah Wal-
lah, Janna McComb. ROW 2: Stacia Benton,
Jim Hendricks, Debbie Walkin, Joe Jetter, Ed
Campbell, Boomi Abafaron, Liz Karonga, ST
Williams, Rahila Dankaro, Yusufu Dankaro.
International
Students
ROW 1: Bunmi Abifarin, Elizabeth Karonga, Davina Roberts.
ROW 2; Deborah Walkin, Anita Wallace, Kathy Dillinger, Kah
Walla, Rahila Dankaro, Roberta Cadena.
Weightlifting
ROW I : Ann Chapman. Marilyn Peterson, Sue Thomas, Laura Forsland, Robin Knowling. ROW
2: Alan Mast, Mark Youngberg, Paul Branks, Brad Culp, Jim Bates, Dave Ericson, Kevin Shoen.
ROW 3: Ed Ciesla, Mike Mentzer, Bryant Sypher, Keith Taylor, Todd Welch, Franco Columbo,




ROW I: Paul Hams. Rick Florian. ROW 2: Arlin Troycr, Mark Railitl. John Hagy.
Geoff Moore. Steve Reynolds, Tom Reynolds.
CLOCKWISE; Doug Ber, Ed Fowler. Greg Morris, John Campbell, Brad Belcher,
Brian McCracken, Dave Thompson, Mark Yoder.
Alpha Pi Iota
ROW I : Tim Jackson, Scolt Lilweiler, Tim Glass, JP
(Jenlile. Ray Davies, Belmda Earnest, Tim Pettigrew,
John Montgomery, ROW 2: Ed Campbell, Laurel
Bohn, Dave Coanower, Ron Phillips, Tim Kneuss,
Melody Gongwer. ROW 3: Dr. Burkholder, Lea
Kinzer, John Moran, Kari Jenson. Marti Grenagle,
Jamie Stevens, Lisa Ledi. ROW 4: Mike Leburg,
Brent Jacobus, Greg Wheeler, Lisa Rcnzulli, Shawn
Swan. Phil Mulder.
WT U C
ROW 1: Amy Smith, Steve Long, Duane Bee-
son, Russ Vandine, Steve Newman. ROW 2:
Tim Himmelwright, Dan White, Dale Sloat,
Dave Calderhead, Bob Boharic.
Clubs — 101
Cheerleaders f
ROW 1; Wendy Preibe, Becky Hensley, Tia Denny. ROW 2: Susan
Rickey, Kerry DeVries, Kathy Bowman.
T Club
ROW 1 : Jeff Jones, Bill Andreas, Mark Bowell, Bob Sheer, Scoll Elhoringlon. ROW 2; Jim Stamper; President, Brian Johnson, John McCrackin, Terry Al-
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Men's Football Played Tough to a 4-5 Season
This year'.s football team was under the
new direetion of Head Coach Jim Law and
assistant defensive coordinator John Bon-
ham. A lot of the teams the Trojans lost to
were closely played games. They outplayed
most of the teams in the H.B.C.C. Jesus
Christ was most definitely glorified this
year. Next year the Trojans will be playing
without outstanding Seniors: Mike Lee,
Dave Eastman, Kevin Rich, Brent Jacobus,
Tim Able, Tim Nordberg. and John Davis.
Tim Nordberg was Taylor's top player. He
had been captain for the last two years and
All-Conference for the last three years. Tim
and Brent were the only four-year lettermen
of the 82-83 season. It was a great year, but
next year will be even better.
T.U. 42 Defiance 7
T.U. 10 Bluffton 16
T.U. 20 Wilmington 27
T.U, 30 Manchester 20
T.U. 14 Findlay 38
T.U. 20 Earl ham 12
T.U. 30 Anderson 57
T.U. 36 Grand Rapids 17
T.U. 23 Hanover 24
Won 4 Lost 5
ABOVE: The two receivers. Randy You.st and Brent Jacobus, helped put the Trojans 9th in the Nation m Pass
Rcccivint!
ABOVE: Brent Jacobus, receiver, started every game for lour years while at Taylor.
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\BOVE: Scott Houck made an impressive showing ABOVE: James Stamper, an animal on the lield, ABOVE: Making a crushing tackle is Steve Stone,
this season by becoming the leading rusher and All- thanks the Lord after winning the war, while John Davis is getting ready lor the kill
District selection.
LEFT lO RIGHT. ROW I: Greg Mervine. Clark Hewitt. Dan Edwards. Dave Caldcrhead. Tim Nordbcrg. Kevin Rich. Brent Jacobus. Dave Eastman. Tim Able. John
Davis. David Jackson ( Head Trainer). ROW 2: Jon Ring. Ken Wilkinson. Mark Bowell, Troy Bryan, Mark Terrell. Rollin Lord. Tim Scnler. Tom Lewinski. Ken Vint. Don
Sauer. Lance Kammes. Tom Jackson (Assistant Trainer). ROW 3 Doug Elzlcr. Jeff Jones. Ken Pearson. Jim Stamper. Scotl Shaum. Randy Brannon, Randy Youst.
Mark Wilkerson, Steve Stone. Paul Hadley, Dan Nichols (Manager), ROW 4; Alex Bromhcad, Scott Bobler. Keith Spencer. Mike Roundtrec. Lance Wygant. Todd
W essick. Andy Varner. Kevin Meyer. Joe Finch. Jim Flores. Tim Petty. Jeff Schaffner (Manager), ROW ."i: Robin Finch. Darren Hamen, J,P, Gentile. Pierce Kuhn. Joe
Etherington. Ted Met/ger. Jeff Troyer. Jerome Agner. Greg Olson, Mike .Schick. Bohn Popp, Bill Damewood, ROW ft: Scott Revere, Tom McCarthy. Greg Billing. Tom
Emmons.GalenChapman.ScottHouck. Brian Herr. Skip Lockyear. Toby Tatum, John Velasquez, Clark Wichman ROW 7: Jim Law (Head Coach), Assistant Coaches:
John Bonham, Mark Met/ger, Joe Romine, Ron Korlmacher, John O/mun, Dana .Sorensen, Bill Bauer, Larr\ Marshall, Terry .Schvlenbert (Manager).
m . flr ei^f rf
Men's Tennis HBCC Champs
The tennis team, although facing tough-
er competition than in recent years, enjoyed
yet another winning season. They finished
first in the conference. Phil Norton, Charlie
Payne and Von Cledenen made the all con-
ference squad. The team also placed first in
the district 21 competition. They finished
the season with an 8-2 record, losing only to
Goshen and Marion. Phil Norton and Marc
Levesque also received all districts honors
for their performances.
.-'//«','/ r .'xxx
-ABOVE: Team captain. Marc Levesque, returns the
b,ill to his opponent.
I.I: IT: Setting up for a backhand shot. Von Clendenen
u,itches the ball intcntlv.
Tavlor 4 Goshen 5
Ta\lor 6 Grace 3
Taylor 4 Marion 5
Taylor 7 lUPUl 2
Tavlor 8 Hanover 1
Taylor 8 Anderson 1
Tavlor 9 Tri State
Taylor 8 Manchester 1
6 Wins 2 Losses
tSmLm
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ABOVE RIGHT: During a practice Scon True works on his backhand.
ABOVE LEFT: Giving it all his strength, Charlie Payne returns the ball to the other
side of the net.
BELOW ROW 1
:
Marc Levesque, Scott True, Von Clendenen. ROW 2: Coach Larry
Winterholder. Charlie Payne, Phil Norton. Dave Anderson, Kevin Helmulh.
^^
ABOVE: In the back corner oT the court, Dave .Anderson awaits the ball's
arrival
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Serving a Strong Season
Despite a losing record, the team feels
the year was one of the best. The Coach,
Sue Herbster, taught the team to strive for
consistency, stability, and growth stem-
ming from inner motivation both on the
court and in their personal lives. They were
more than a tennis team, they were a team
of fellowship and friendship. This growth in
their personal lives was the main reason for
their vast improvement throughout the sea-
son. The girls had fun this season and that is
most important. They came away from the
season with a winning record in their minds.





Voted most valuable player, Janet Carlson jumps for the ball m hopes of returning it to her opponent.









T.U. St. Mary's 9
T.U. 5 Huntington 4
T.U. 1 Earl ham 8
T.U. 5 Manchester 4
T.U. 3 6
Won 2 Lost 10
ABOVE: Preparing to serve — Bclh Hunler uatches her ball inlentlv.
LEFT: Awaiting her opponent's service, KelK Hess concentrates on her game.
ABOVE: LEFT TO RIGHT. ROW I: Sue Herbster (Head
Coach ), Kelly Hess. ROW 2: Karen Ball, .lanct Carlson. Claiidia
Preston ROW .' Beth Hunter. Ruth Heidlni.in. .Icnnv Miller.
li
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Cross Country Team Had a Tough Season
The Cross Country team struggled
through a rough season as they slipped to a
Fifth Place finish in the H.B.C.C. meet.
Graduation took its toil on the team as Sen-
iors Walter Bliss and Paul Orchard were
the only returning lettermen. Although the
team suffered through many personal in-
juries, there was always a positive attitude.
This was evident as the team performance
improved throughout the season. Coach
Glass was an inspiration to everyone as his
dedication and enthusiasm was evident.
Captain — Paul Orchard
MVP — Walter Bli,ss
Most Improved — Nick Vukich
Golden Guts Award — Paul Orchard
ABOVE: Mosl Valuable Runner Walter Bliss receives advice from Head Coach George Glass.
ROW I; Todd Gardner, Waller Bliss. Nick Vukieh. Bill ,^nd^eas. Paul Orchard. ROW 2:





Marion Invitational 1 1th











ABOVE: Named All-Confcrcncc and All-District runner. Waller Bliss runs the last V ^^if
stretch of the course. '
'"^^
ABOVE: Cross Counlr> involves much drive and endurance. Bill Andreas
demonstrates these characteristics as he leads the pack of runners.
Field Hockey Team Improves Record
Women's Field Hockey team began their
season with five experienced freshmen
coming in from the East coast to join the
team. The team had two goals which they
worked towards throughout the season. The
first goal was to bring the team closer to
each other — in the beginning of the season
the team seemed to be known for their var-
ied personalities. However, as the season
progressed, the team managed to pull to-
gether in a very special way to form a single
working unit, which continuously felt the
Lord's blessings. The second goal the team
established was to improve their record ( 1 -
1
1 ) up to 6-6. They missed their mark by
two games finishing with a 4-8 season.
T.U. Ball State 10
T.U. Valpo 1
T.U. Notre Dame 4
T.U. 2 Dayton Club 1
T.U. Miami of Ohio 8
T.U. 1 Calvin
T.U. 1 Earlham
T.U. 1 Goshen 3






T.U. 2 Goshen 3
WON 4 LOST 8
Q>9i
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ABOVE: Captain Dori DeSmit was a great asset this year w)th her experience. Looking on is Vicki Pierce, another
captain.
.^' -<SI
ROW 1: Sue LeMaster, Theresa Todd, Charlotte Kumpf, Lauren Tanis, Sharon Davis, Deena
Martinelli, Vicky Pierce, Dori DeSmit, Kay Ingall, and Head Coach Diana Jones. ROW 2: Elaine
Weber, Diane Kammerdiener, Diane Stocksdale, Jean Price, Barb Martin.
ABOVE: Freshman Lauren "Too Tall" Tanis, puts a few great moves on her
defender.
ABOVE: Kathy Duffey, one of the Trojans top players, definitely understands the words "hard work" ABOVE: Charlotte Kumpf had a steady on target shot all season,
and "hustle." She was named "Most Valuable Offensive Plaver."
t' 1\
The women's volleyball team faced a sea-
son of rebuilding. The word "rebuilding"
was key for new head coach Ruth Ozmun
as she began her new program. Her team
consisted of eleven members: two seniors,
three juniors, and six freshmen. The season
held many trials of frustrations and strug-
gles for the young team, but it proved to be
a profitable experience in which the ladies
gained an insight which strengthened them
within their vollevball skills.
Volleyball: A Time for Rebuilding
ABUVt:: Karen Gerent and Konda Genlis play with ABOVE: Daphne Davenport put her opponent away
intensity. "^'th ^ smash shot.
ROW 1: Traci Minton, Tracy Bane, Heidi Ison. Sharon Chrislnian. ROW 2: Kellie Kuntz, Sherrie Wheeler.
Daphne Davenport. Karen Gerent, Chris Nelson, Colleen Wild, Becky Kiltelson, Ruthann Schnidt. Ronda
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ABOVE; Team captain Heidi Ison was the only member of the team to re-
ceive NAIA All Conference royalties.
ABOVE: Ronda Genlis adds a point to the score as she smash-
es this shot.
Wrestlers Win Conference
The Taylor Wrestling team finished its
season with an impressive 9-2-0 record. The
Trojan grapplers also won both conference
and district, with five conference and two
district champions. Rick Francis, Vic
Welker, Todd Kelly, Mark Rabine and
Fred Dempsey became conference champi-
ons while Mark Rabine and Fred Dempsey
also reigned as district champions. The
Taylor University wrestling powerhouse
coached by Dana Sorenson and assistant
Jeff Hess continues: to God be the glory!
T.L. 11 Olivet 38
T.U. 33 Spring Arbor 15
T.U. 4 Wabash 41
T.U. 42 Hanover 12
T.U. 33 Olivet
Nazarene 21
T.U. 48 Valparaso 9
T.U. 45 Carthage 3
T.U. 52 Huntington
T.U. 39 Defiance 18
T.U. 45 Anderson 7
T.U. 41 Hanover 9
WON 9 LOST 2
KOW 1 : Doug Chupp, Steve Conrad, Coach Sorenson with Taylor and Cheran, Jack Lewis. Rick Francis. Ken
Mehl. Dave Chupp. ROW 2: Mark Rabine. Fred Dempsey. Lance Wygant. Vic Welker. Dave Jackson, Todd
Kelly. Assistant Coach Jeff Hess. Don Hecox. Not pictured Don Starke. Marvin Fisher.
ABOVE: Captain. Mark Rabine. is showing this wrestler what wrestling is all about. Beanie was named
Conference and District Champion.
KODAK SArCTV FILM 90*3 KODAK SMPITV FILM (Oai »
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ABOVE: Vic Welker's moves make him Conference Champ this year. ABOVE: After being hurt all season. Don Hecox fought his way to a
conference title.
ABOVE: After destroying the Heavy weights in the conference, Fred Dcmpsey was All Conf., All
District, and an Ail-American candidate.
F
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.ABOVE: Rick Francis, number one m the conferen
ABOVE: Girls, how would \ou like to date one of these macho men'.'
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Co-Conference Champions
Looking over this past season, the Tro-
jans really showed team effort. This year's
team was composed mainly of experienced
players even though there were some rook-
ies. This team was one of the best Taylor
has seen in a long time. It was an exciting
year and the team gave God all the glory in
their wins and losses. Coach Patterson
taught the team to be disciplined and pa-
tient. When they played, the team played
the game their way and not their oppo-
nents'. They usually ended up on top. The
Trojans finished with the best record in 20
years.
T.b. 66 Spring Arbor 58
T.U. 55 Saginaw Valley 62
T.U. 86 Huntington 59
T.U. 53 l.U. Southeast 64
T.U. 59 Trinity (TX) 61
T.U. 52 Anderson 43
T.U. 61 Defiance 53
T.U. 53 Wilmington 52
T.U. 86 Malone 62
T.U. 52 Purdue-Calumet 53
T.U. 64 Indiana Tech. 49
T.U. 62 Franklin 49
T.U. 51 lUPU Ft. Wayne 49
T.U. 49 lUPU Ft. Wayne 41
T.U. 66 Marion 71
T.U. 62 Manchester 60
T.U. 52 Bluffton 47
T.U. 59 Findlay 57
T.U. 88 Hanover 36
T.U. 56 Anderson 51
T.U. 57 Defiance OT 62
T.U. 63 Wilmington 72
T.U. 78 Tri State 70
T.U. 47 Earlham 51
T.U. 68 Manchester OT 57
T.U. 69 Bluffton 47
T.U. 58 Findlay 51
T.U. 49 Hanover 46
T.U. 67 Earlham 62
T.U. 69 Purdue-Calumet 72
WON 21 LOST 9
ROW 1 ; Phil Walton, Bob Chrislman, Pat Dickey, Jim Siller. Steve Hewitt. Mike Springer. Scott Swaim,
lack Houck. Tom Granilz, Mark Wright. ROW 2; Mark Horine, Manager, Tim Hill, Trainer, Carry Peters,
Brad Rupp, John Barnett, Tim Ferris, Steve Kasteline, Tim Jackson, Scott Timmons, Chris Goegline, Reed
Sigling, Brian Coffey, Coach Paul Patterson.
.All-Conference player Mark Wright demonstrates some smooth moves as he drives hard towards the bucket.
U^
ABOVE: Bobby Chnslman was an asscl lo ihc cham- ABOVE: Fine shooting is pari of Chris
ABOVE: Freshman Tom Granil/ searches for a leammalc lo pass lo. pi"n'>hip team. Goeglein's game.
Trojanes were Inexperienced but Determined
Although the team was young and naive,
they were able to gain experience and grow
in the process. The Lord strengthened the
team unity and the players proved to be
very supportive of each other. Their deter-
mination and drive pulled them thru many
hard moments of competition. As one of the
players said "Hustle and defense wins
games." Look out next year for a team that
can work together and have a winning sea-
son.
,\BOVl-.: Tammy Bettcrmore is receiving instructions tmni Coach Herhslcr. while Jem McCaughan gets
rclreshcd Jem uas voted Most Improved Player this year.
T.U. 62 Huntington College 48
T.U. 50 Indiana Institute of Tech. 71
T.U. 72 St. Joseph's College 74
T.U. 61 Grace College 55
T.U. 48 Northwood Institute 83
T.U. 43 Saginaw Valley State College 89
T.U. 50 Marian College 52
T.U. 58 Marion College 52
T.U. 50 Hanover College 63
T.U. 40 Butler LIniversity 81
T.U. 57 Mt. Vernon Nazarenc 54
T.U. 51 Kranklin College ss
T.U. 56 Indiana- Purdue- Indiana polls 75
T.U'. 57 De Pauw Liniversity 47
T.U. 79 Huntington College 80
T.U. 37 Indiana Central University 83
T.U. 45 Indiana-Purdue-Ft. Wayne 60
T.U. 57 Valparaiso University 80
T.U. SO Goshen College 85
T.U. 70 Manchester College 63
T.U. 59 Anderson College 55
WON 7 LOST 14 ."XBOVL: ROW I Jem McCaughn. Marianne Oct/. Chrrs Nelson. Diane Kahle. Linda MeyerROW 2: Sue Herbster; Head Coach. Susan Shernenko. Cindy Harper. Cind> Roth. Oiedra
neuill. Tallinn Bullermore, Denise Coiiihs. Mar\ Mann: Manager.
V ^.
ABOVE: Marianne Getz out-jumps her opponents and ABOVE: A few players take a little breather before they get baek into the game,
shoots for two.
,^BOVE: Chris Nelson began her basketball c:i
reer this year.
ABOVE: Diane Kahles ball handling abilities made her valuable ABOVE; Cindy Harper, was given an All-Distncl honor-
this scison
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Track Takes Off
This year's track team, headed by Coach
George Glass, has a winning season. With
over thirty team members, the Trojans had
strong runners, jumpers and throwers.
Although seven strong competitors, the
seniors on the team will not be returning
next year, Glass is hoping for another suc-
cessful season. Coach Glass, who was
named Co-coach of the Year by the District
21, has been coaching track for numerous
years and, once again, his experience has
paid off.
The team, despite disappointments such
as meets cancelled due to rain and various
injuries, had an enjoyable year. The mem-
bers all pulled together to show what the
athletics here stand for.
ROW 1: Tim Glass, Tim Petty, Landis Lovir, Ted Melzger, .lohn Campbell. ROW 2; Coach Glass, Wade
Russel, Damon Gru, Joel Oustrly, Tim Jackson. ROW 3: Coach Bauet. Jeff Raymond. Tim Petligrew, Mark
Bowel), Steve Bauman, Ken Browner. ROW 4: Craig Rupp, Paul Houck. Ben Fulton, Gideon Mburu, John Ring,
Mark Anstel. ROW 5: Waller Bliss, Scott Shot, Dave Holt, Paul Orchard, Dave Fuller, Mark Cornfield, Mark
Kiupcr
ABOVE: Mark Cornfield, No. I in Districts, qualified
for the N.MA National Championships in shot put.
ABOVE: Dave 1-uller clears the bar at amazing heights.
Hanover College Relays 1st
Hanover, Rose Hulman 3rd
Southwestern/Memphis Lost
L'n. of the South/Swanee 3rd






2nd in NAIA District 21
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ABOVE: Jon Ring gives it all lie has in this record-breaking ihr
ABOVE: Showing the inlensily it lakes to long jump. ABOVE: Waller Bliss pulls out in front during a close ABOVE: Accepting me Baton Irom a teammate, Scott
Craig Rupp strains for extra inches. run. Shot gets his second wmd.
Record Breaking Season
The women's track team ended a suc-
cessful season with a bang. They finished
the year off by taking the NAIA District 2
1
Track Meet and breaking five school re-
cords.
Throughout the season, despite injuries
and disappointments, the girls stuck togeth-
er. Coach Ruth Ozmun, named Coach of
the Year at the District Meet, commented,
"We were strong in our hurdles and the 400
and 800 dash runs . . . It's been a good
year."
With several graduating seniors on the
team, they are aware that next year will be
different but, in Sandy Nagy's words, "The
others can carry on without us."
ROW 1: Fran DeWitl, Robin Knowling, Lon Shepard, Adona Ball. ROW 2: Coach Ruth Ozmun, Diane
Slocksdale, Charlotte Kunipf, Sandy Nagy, Mary Ann Getz. Linda Walley, Linda Penhardy, Sheri Hopkins
"aBSB?*-










Five Team Meet . . . Taylor 2nd
Tri Meet 1st
District 21 NAIA 1st





ABOVE: Finishing a close first in the 400 yard dash, Kaye Ingale gives her last ounce of energy.
ABOVE: Nancy Den Hartigh and friend.s rela.x on the lawn while watching a meet.
ABOVE: Rain or shine the Trojans ran their miles with all their
effort.
Better Than the Records Show
Smiles, sparkling eyes, positive attitudes
and a readiness to win. These are just a few
of the mental and physical characteristics
of sixteen young ladies of the softball team
as they stepped into the van, ready to depart
for sunnyland U.S.A. . . . Florida. To pre-
pare the ladies for their regular season they
went to Orlando and played eight games—
the results were fifty-fifty. After spring
break they got off to a slow start due to bad
weather, which meant no games for about
two weeks. The team increasingly improved
with each game. They were a lot better than
their record showed — that is difficult to





Franklin College 8.... 7
Indiana St./Evansville 4.... 2
Butler 9....






Ohio Northern 8.... 4
Muskegon College 0.... 3
lUPUI 4....
lUPUI II....
Canadian Jr. National 1 .... 6
IL' Club 2.... 5
Huntington 18.... 8
Huntington 3.... 4
I. Central 12.... 2
I. Central II.... 2
lUPUI District 10....




ROW 1 : Elaine Weber, Tammy Buttermore, Sharon Christman. ROW 2: Diedra Dewitt, Kathy Cassidy, Tracy
Mitton. ROW 3: Susan Oliver, Beth Eppard, Sibyl Nelson, Kelly Toth, Diane Kahle, Deb Cavin
ABOVE: Tammy Buttermore, Elaine Weber and Diedra Dewitt relax before the big game. Tammy was the











ABOVE: Kelly Toth provided the defensive action
from third base.
ABOVE: Susan Cherneko was awarded MVP
this year with a batting average over 300.
ABOVE: Much preparation goes into a Trojan Softball game.
ABOVE: All Star pitcher Kelly Hess hugs friend and MIP recipi-
ent Sharon Christman.
Third in Conference
The team got off to a slow start this year.
Their trip down to Tennessee was not very
good, record wise. But the players were very
close and the good Bible studies and sharing
kept them together. Hitting at the end of
the season was very good. The pitching staff
was strong all year. Defensively the team
had improved. Coach Larry Winterholter
led the team spiritually and did an excellent
job coaching in tight situations. The team
was young, having mostly freshmen. But
the team will be losing four strong seniors:
Mark Wright, Randy Rutzen, Don Mettica
and Tim Able.
Winterholter gives advice to Matt Moses. Don Mettica was a top hitter.
ROW 1; Steve Hewitt, Scott Brubaker, Matt Moses, Clark Hewitt, Mark Wright, Gary Wixtrom, Dave Granger, Larry Walker, Jim Stewart. ROW 2: Goach Larry
Winterholter, Tim Able, Pal Dickey, Scott Bibler, Don Mettica, Elmo Rutzen, Chris Adams, Steve Neideck, Tom Spahr, Greg Smith, Drew Elliot, Mark Fluekicker,
Coach Ron Keller.
J. * ^-^fc. -
Tri-Captain Clark Hewitt's catching helped put the Trojans in the top of the conference
Austin Peav 0. . . TU . 3
David Lipscomb 6. . TU . 4
David Lipscomb 7. . TU
Tenn. State 3. . TU
Tenn. State 6. . TU
Trevecca 3. . TU
Trevecca 6. . TU
Hanover 0. . TU . 7
Hanover 3. .TU . 8
Ball State 2. .TU . 1
Ball State 3. .TU . 2
Marion 6. .TU 13
Marion 0. . TU . 5
Marian 9. . TU . 8
Marian 1. . TU . 9
Earlham 0. . TU 15
Earlham 2. . TU . 8
Purdue 5. . TU . 2
Purdue 9. . TU . 3
Findlay 5. . TU . 7
Findlay 7. . TU 10
Manchester 7. . TU 16
Manchester 4. . TU 13
Anderson 7. . TU . 6
Anderson 5. . TU . 4
Defiance 7. . TU . 6
Defiance 5. . TU . 5
y^ON u
LOST 15 TIE 1
Lefty Randy Rutzen uses his southpaw
to a team advanlaae against oppnnenls
The Trojans celebrate another victory.
131
The Tradition Lives On
The team regained its HBCC title this
year with a score of 772. The year was sen-
sational. There were four returning letter-
men on the team: Junior Captain Terry Al-
len, Sophomore John McCracken,
Sophomore Jeff Fratus, and Sophomore
Keith Kamradt. The three rookies were Ju-
nior Jeff Morton, Sophomore Tim Pashley
and Freshman Roger Muselman. The
Coach was Joe Romine.
The team began its season with a trip to
Florida compliments of Coach John Wheel-
er and Coach Don Olde. After coming off
the Florida trip the team began a successful
season with a first place win at the Hanover
Invitational. From their hard work and the
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ABOVE; Captain Terry Allen stroked the ball to become an All-Conference Medalist.
ABOVE, LEFT TO RIGHT: Coach Joe Romine, John McCracken, Jeff Morton, Jeff Fratus,
Terry Allen, Tim Pashley and Keith Kamradt.
ABOVE: Chipping is the name of the game. Jeff Fratus shows why
he was given All-District honors.
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Dr. Lehman Focuses on the Presidency
Although he prefers questions about his family, his
future plans, and his favorite forms of relaxation. Dr.
Gregg Lehman agreed to focus in on some of the best
and worst aspects of his second year as president.
He began by briefly describing some of his responsi-
bilities, especially the public relations aspect which, he
said, is about 50'^ of his job. He represents Taylor to
students, parents, alumni, and the media, writes for
the Echo bimonthly, speaks in chapel at least four
times each year, and meets with students for Bible
studies and discussions in the dorms. Dr. Lehman said
that this year, which has brought changes to Taylor,
has also brought changes to his life. Because of the
pressures of trying to raise money to balance a budget
which was 5450,000. in arrears, he has had to reallo-
cate his time. He is trying to recruit larger groups and
find long range plans which can deal with questions
like: "What can be done if the student population
drops by 500'"
Dr. Lehman focused on his least favorite activities
as president. He dislikes the long hours, the time spent
away from his family, deadlines, and "24-hours-per-
day, on-call" nature of his job. However, he remarked
on his favorite features of his work: he loves public
speaking and fund-raising; presenting Taylor to people
who have never heard of it before, watching students
mature socially, spiritually, and intellectually over the
years they spend in college, and helping develop pro-
grams which, like the new policy which allows students
whose parents are unemployed to attend school free,
exemplify the same spirit as that which allowed Sam-
my Morris to attend Taylor almost 100 years ago.
Focusing on his favorite pastime. Dr. Lehman says
that jobbing "keeps me in shape and sharp for the
pressure of the job."
Vice Presidents and Their Favorite Pastimes
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Vf Dr. Gerald Oliver
Vice President for University Advancement
Charles "Chip" Jaggers
Vice President for Student Development




"My hobbies include reading and




"... Biking, hiking, camping, ski-
mg, photography, horseback riding,
and canoeing/rafting."
Dr. Richard Stansilaw
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Vice Presidents — 137
Favorite
ROW 1 : Mark Slaughter, Bob Griffin. ROW 2: Yetive Williams,
Diane Meyers, Dub Pugsley







Secretaries to Student Development





Jim Hendrix Tim Herrm.inn Brian Christie
"Piano" "Bike Racing" "Basketball"




University Editor Wilbur Cleveland Director of Alumni Relations Chuck Stevens
Associate Director to Alumni Relations
Betty Freese





Controller's Office Personnel: Lorene Robbins, Nancy Howard, Edwin Chappell, Betty Murray, Betty Woodruff
Administration — 141
Favorite
Secretary to the President Mattie Se
ers mu^iMiid
Post Office Personnel Ana Hoitcroft, Russei Clark, Ester Bragg Director of Estate Planning John Davis
142 — Adminislration
Pastimes
Dean of Enrollment Development Ron Keller
Assistant Dean of Admissions Mary Kay Nugent
Director of Records Carmen Taylor Records Personnel Marilyn Evans and Val Snyder
Adminislration — 143
Favorite
Learning Resource Center: Barbara Ewbank, Raya Hirons, Sarah Swan, Gerald Hodson.
Academic Affairs: Brenda Mantha (Secretary), Director Dr. Tara Davis, Aiane Messersmith
(Secretary).







Steve Howell, Brenda Davis, Tom Ayers.
Greg Finnig




Director of Service _
Operations
"^




Martha Planck, Robert Neideck, Jane Kurtz
Library Personnel
LEFT TO RIGHT: Roger Philips,
Julie Ringerberg, David Dickey, Lois
Weed, Ruth Nussbaum, Alice Hol-
combe, Wilma Rowe
Food Services
ROW 1: Mickey Colberg, Judy
Himclick, Mary Adams, Mary
Spencer, Bonnie Hall, Bonnie Hel-
vie, Inez Nelson. ROW 2: Penny
Robison, Gladys Parker, Helen

















"One of my favorite relaxations is identifying birds by sight or by Biolo^'V
song out in their natural environment
"








"Biking — I enjoy the exercise, the close-
ness to nature and the uniqueness of inter-
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"Jogging" "Reading, fishing, and cutting wood.' "Singing in classes.'




























"Jogging and outdoor work"



















"Spending lime with the family.'
Vance Maloney
Psychology
"Chopping and splitting wood.'





































"Television viewing, renovating old houses, and leaching and preaching the
Bible."
Faculty — 159
Focusing In on the Campus in 1983
NO. BUILDING


























22 Grill and Campus Store




27 Music Annex I
28 Music Annex II
NO. BUILDING
29 Music Annex III
30 Garage and Heat Plant
31 Barbershop


























Art and Theatre Ayres Alumni Memorial Library
160 Administralion













Senior year is a funny time. Half the
class, it seems, is gone first semester for
student teaching and when they get back,
the other half leaves after midyear gradu-
ation or for an internship. Many people live
off-campus and come out only for classes
and an occasional D.C. meal. All of them
keep using funny words like "comps," "re-
sume," "cover letter," "job offer," "cap-
stone," and "cum laude." Everything gets
blown off but they want to get good grades
for once. Seniors get used to saying goodbye
to important people like friends and profes-
sors — even parents — as they get jobs or
just leave to enter the real world (an imagi-
nary place where grown-ups live).
As spring gets close and graduation
looms, "last times" become more frequent
until seniors begin crying at the mention of
Ivanhoe's or the water tower. Taylathon
comes and goes, finals end, and suddenly, so
does the year and somehow, college is over.
ABOVE: Jane Harvey and Stephanie Pearson excitedly await for the ceremony to begin.
ABOVE: ,ludy Swalley gels a hug of congratulations from her fiance Randy
.Icnkins.
ABOVE: Dave Ferris gives one last comb to his hair before smashing it under a
graduation cap.
162 — Seniors






ABOVE: Graduation is just as important to parents as seniors. Ken Meyers and his ABOVE: Giving a goodbye hug. Shelly Lucas shows what a sentimental lime it can










Elem. Ed. /Special Ed.
"My student teaching experience was one of tlie
most important growing experiences of my life.
Each day I learned to rely on His strength and
wisdom, I will never forget my fellow El. Ed. ma-


















"I'm going to miss the 4:00 in the morning talks.
The ones that took place in the hall, laundry room,
and Morris parking lot. I only got 25^?^ of an educa-
tion in a classroom- Without those people, I would
have missed the other 75%."
Carol S. Avery
R.D. 1, Box 235
Ncwville, PA 17241
Early Childhood A. A.
"Though you have not seen him. you love him; and
even though you do not see him now, you believe in
him and arc filled with an inexpressible and glori-
ous joy, for you are receiving the goal of your faith, u





"Taylor has helped me to learn, through spiritually
uplifting chapels and Bible studies, as well as trials










Farmington Hills, Ml 48018
Business/Mass Communications
"I now know the meaning of James 1:2-4: 'consider
11 all joy m\ brethern, when you encounter various
trails knowing that the testing of your faith pro-
duces endurance. And let endurance have its per-
fect result, that you may be perfect and complete,
lacking in nothing.' I am so thankful to get out of












Gas Citv, IN 46933
.Mice M. Batcher
Box 66, 9 Budder Dr.
Holtsville, NY 11742
Math/Computer Science
"\\ hat I'm going to miss most when I leave Taylor
are the close friendships I've made as well as the
community of Upland. This is where I 'grew up'















"V1\ memories of Taylor will be centered around
the Christian love I have experienced here. The
crazy times, the learning times, the hurting times
have all been special because they were shared
with friends who care for me and love Jesus. 'O
give thanks to the Lord, for he is good, for his
steadfast love endures forever.' Psalms 136:1."
Raniona Bess
421 W, Essex Lane
fort Wayne, IN 46825
l.icnientarv [education
"I uould like to lake Christmas chapels, chicken
strips, precious wing Bible studies. Nostalgia
night, quiche, and Christmas Banquet in the D.C.
1479. Most of all I would like to lake special mo-
ments of real communication and burden-bearing
shared with brothers and sisters here at Tavlor."
Susan Bloomquist
35124 Northmont
F-armington Hills, Ml 4S01
Business .Administration
,lanet A, Boberg





la Porte, IN 46350
.lesus Christ
"I will miss those times I ha\'e shared with the
people of (iod who would pour out their souls be-
fore the l-ord lor 'Revival' here at T.l I will miss
those 'Concerts of Praver' where the children
found enough faith, courage, tears, compassion,
joy and love to seek the Lord of the harvest for
'Clobal -Awakening." Keep the /eal in\ brothers
.ind sisters, ni\ spirit is with \ou always."
Scott Beetler
Casa Patricia — Apt. 4
Upland. IN 46989
Business Administration
"Taylor has brought me a lasting memory of good
times and many friendships; receiving of a good
education to enter the business world, and last but








Boca Raton, FL 33432
Mass Communication
"Friends are the thing 111 miss most at Tavlor. hut
to aid them in their struggle to completion 1 leave
\\ endy's Words of Wisdom — To my roommate
the (Jimp: Be assertive; Green Bean: Get a real
kiugh; Kermil: Have a Ha-Ha-Happy life; SAP:
.Mways eat cake; OOIL Keep straight; Sala-vi":
Take the degree and run Adios, kids! Like total-
Iv."
Kara L, Boehm
18310 Cypress Cove Road
Lutz, FL 33549
Psych, B,A./ Business A. A.
"Ta\lor has meant a focus on relationships with
friends, family and with my Lord. My eyes were
opened to the many games we play with one an-
other to remain distant. I have learned to deal with
nu oun pain as well as other's pain, i am thankful
lo those many special people who have helped me







RR 2 Box 136
La Fontaine, IN 46940
Christian Ed./Systems
"Jesus Christ — Himself is what means the great-
est deal to me. I just want to praise and give glory
to my Lord for the immeasurable distance He has
brought me in the past four years in obtaining \
more of Him. Eph. 3:17-21." ^
Theresa Brazinsi\i











"I am leaving Taylor with a few things 1 didn't
ha\e when I started, a degree, a wedding date, a
walk with God and a lot of really good friends."
Linda Brvk
25 W. Parish Road
W cstport. CT 06880
Chemistry
"The things Til always remember will be: m\
friends, the night of the blue limosinc. chorale tour
'X2. Cindy's DC. painting. Dollfacc. "the Su-
premcs". quiet talks till 4:00 a.m.. a Christmas
party. T.U. sunsets. Nostalgia Night. Ma and Pa.
Snickerdoodles. Cellar Dwcllars, all-nighters. Pig-





"The seemingly non-stop laughter and good times
shared with friends. The matchless excitement of
performing in Nostalgia Nights. Variety shows
and theatre plays. The incredible love and support
given by Mom and Dad. And the eternal wisdom
and strength given to me by our Lord and Master
through some difficult, lesson learning years."
Craig Bndwell
33 Oak Forest Drive
St. Charles, MO 63301
Mass Communication
"M\ lour years at T L . have left many memorable
moments m m\ mind. Nostalgia Night perfor-
mances, the Muckrakers. "night people'. Bushka.
concerts with Bruce Springsteen. The Who. and
Loverboy (to name a few). Winchester. IN. 'The
Rock'. Daytona Beach. 'Who spit in my hair'?", and
the Sheraton. .-Ml have a special place in my life.
Thanks to Rue. Wave. .Mdo, Eddie. C.K.. Mikey.
Maniac and all the rest of you. for making these













It's wonderful to be young! Enjoy every min-
ute ol It- Do all you want lo: take in everything, but
realize that \ou must account to God for every-




Clifton Forge, VA 24422
Computer Science
".•\n extra thick, praline chip shake with crispies.
and eight hugs a day."
Vlaria D. Carpenter
115 N. Fremont Road
Cold water, .VII 49036
/Xccoun ting/Systems
"There arc two things that mean a lot to me when I
think about Taylor. One is that life here has pre-
pared me to follow the commandment In Matthew
5: 1 6 and the other Is that I've maintained my san-











RR 7, Box 131
\1uncie, IN 47302
Social Work
"The most memorable experiences were the trips
ihLit were taken for credit. The trip to [{urope In
]9H\, and my Capstone trip In 1 983 were the most





"The things I'll miss most are: my friends, chatting
at the D.C., throwing the Frisbee with my friend
Waig. cutting loose by acting stupid. Wed. nights,
late nights with Johnny Carson and David Letter-
man, Nostalgia Night, Newtburgers, Group A,
3rd West, talking about Rue, spring banquets, con-
certs at MSA, midnight movies at Muncle, night
people, rock world, and many other small pleasures
such as walking across campus on a sunny day or at





Larry L. Chizum, Jr.








155 Lake Cliff Drive







"I believe I will miss the fun and growing exper-
iences with mv friends here at Taylor."
James W. Convy
1501 W. Fifth Street












Fort Wayne. IN 46825
Business Administration
Svstems Anahsis



















RR r. Box 431








"I have only begun lo learn . , . 'Thejo\ of the Lord













"What I will miss the most is the feehng of togeth-
erness we shared on the football team. Winning or
























"Vly friends al Taylor have meant the most to me.
I will miss them and would like to share the happi-
ness I received from each of them."
David R. Eastman
675 Crystal Lai<e Rd.
.•\kron. OH 44313
Political Science
"I still get choked up when I think that we prayed
for the handbells m chapel."
David N. Entwistle
642 St. Johns Dr.
Camp Hill. PA 17011
Ps\cholog_\
"I'll never forget my extenuating circumstances
with a certain maruspial. but I won't miss her —






RR I Bo.x A-1
Milton, IN 47357
Math
"I think I'll miss the dorm fellowship the most.
Living in Swallow gave me a unique opportunity to
be a part of a close-knit family within the Taylor
community."
Sandra Fidler















"Something I'll really miss is two groups of special
people. One is the people from the Religion Depl.
Working with them, getting to know them as
friends and seeing them work 'behind' the scenes
has been a privilege and a lot of fun. The other
group is the CTA gang. Some of the most genuine
and caring people I know are the actors and direc-
tors I've worked with. I still believe, in spile of





"A good wife who can find? She is far more pre-





"The friendships of wingmates and fellow business
m,ijors have meant a great deal lo me I have met
many interesting people with excellent potential. It




Clarksville, I A 50619
Llementary Education
"I will miss the spirit of Taylor its unity, fellow-
ship, and supportiveness. I am sure though, that i
the memories, the friends, and the growth that I've


































"1 will miss the many special friendships at Taylor
and will regret that 1 did not more actively pursue
them, 1 advise others not to let college get in the





"In retrospect, everything seems dear to me at
Taylor — the dorm. TSO, professors. Albert Mill-
er, living off-campus, and a variety of friendships
that will last a lifetime. Sure, there were rough
times, but I believe memories should be of the good










"Mary Tower English. Mrs. Hook. More Than
Conquerors. Trojans. Mocha chip with crispies
extra thick. ICC. Taylalhon. Senior Class V.P,.
Prayer chapel, campus at night — sunsct.s, flag-
pole. One Accord, prayer and fellowship with











23815 State Road 37
Harlan, IN 46743
Elementary Education
"The things that have me.int the most to me and
ihat 1 will miss a great deal are all the very special
friendships God has given me at Taylor I knou
that each relationship has had a purpose in devel-
oping me into the person God Intended me to be









"I will miss my roommalcs and close friends im-
mensely. I love you dudes; not like the Libert) Bell
or the slate of Connecticut, but like a guy loves his
p.ils Will you dudes hold me' You all are truly
special and really swell, Romans X:2S-3''."
SENIORS/ 175
Gena L. Griswold
RT 8, Box 434
Warsaw, IN 46580
Elementary Ed.
"I ihank my God every time I remember you. In all
my prayers for all of you, I always pray with joy
because of your partnership in the gospel from the
first day until now. being confident of this, that He
who began a good work in you will carry it on to











RT 1 Bo,\ 182
.Metamora, IN 47030
Social Work
"Things 1 will remember most arc the classes I
couldn't stand, a few that I could, and my wonder-
ful friends. And a special thanks to rn\ rooniic Kmi
for putting up with all the late night phone calls
from my Hollywood Honey. Goodbye to you all!!"
Jane H. Harvey












^1 439 IE 350N
Marion. IN 46952
Political Science
"When I thmk of m\ time at Taylor 1 don't think
about tests and papers, but about Chips Ahoy and
Sunkist on a sunny day along Railroad St. with my
roommate, all-night talks about 'life', the English
Hall sunroof ... all made special by the very spe-
cial friends God gave me here,"
Cyndv Harper
















"43 hours of classes with Dr. Corduan, my good
friends, and the time I inadvertently set my beard
on fire, these things I shall never forget, try as I
might."
Bonnie Hess






Rolling Hills Est. CA 90374
Business/Systems
"I know not much, but I sure had a good timcl"
Sharon Hicks












RR 3 Box 114
Chrisman, IL 61924
Early Childhood AA
'.Sunsets over Ta\lor Lal<e
'
Paul Stephen Hickox
1 2608 Overbrook Road
Leawood, KS 66209
Communication Theatre .Arts
"It IS hard to say specificall\ what it is that I will
miss about T.L. The mere mention of the name
stimulates a myriad of personal feelings and reflec-
iions svhich I cannot begin to express in this limited
space. I do know that it is time to look ahead to new
.ind challenging experiences — the old passed
away and the new has come so to speak. My time
here has drawn to a close, but I will always cherish
the memories."
Timothx \Va\ nc Hill


























1 2 Saratoga Drive
Scotia, NY 12302
Physics
"There are a lot of memories ihat I'll lake from
Taylor: like eleven hundred crazed rock fans on
Nostalgia Night, waiting half an hour in line for
DC. food, basketball games, helping to put away
in lbs. of popcorn in one semester, 8:00 classes,
open houses, and those truly awesome Taylor sun-
sets But more than anything else. I think I'll really







515 N. High Street
Union City. IN 47390
Business Administration
"I feel that the thmg that I will miss the most will
be the friends that I have laughed with, cried with
















"Taylor is such a big part of my life and there are
many things I will remember: my many friends
that 1 will leave, the coaches and professors who
encouraged me to do my best, and the caring atmo-
sphere that I felt from my first day here at Taylor."
Debra Huffman
536 Kinnaird






"Those who taught us could be doing half the work
for twice the pay. We have a great debt!"
Sheri E. Hume




















"Besides the memories of ihe great guys on the
Brotherhood and friends, I don't know what I
should take. It's a Grimm situation."
Barbara Jahns
1120 S. Lake Shore Drive
Lake Geneva, WI 53147
Elcmentar\ Education
.loseph C. .leter, ,Ir.








"Vlv lour years al Taylor have been a search for
identity and Christian growth. It was during this
lime I have secured my foundation in my Chris-
tianil\ and beliefs in (iod, I believe 1 have also
learned what true friendship is meant to be
Through my interactions I have not only secured
m\ foundation in God. but I ha\e discovered some
of mv best friends for life."
Kelly Isakson
631 S. Lane Street
Blissfield, MI 49228
Communication/Theatre Arts
"The thing that has meant the most to me at Tay-
lor is the fellowship, growth, and learning that has
come as a result of caring professors and friends






"There were so many happy times for me over the
past 4 years, to name a few: football, the love and
closeness of all my buddies, getting into medical
school, and most important I praise God for letting
me be a part of the Holy Ghost revival that's begin-
ning on campus. Probably the highlight of my 4
years here was the bond of friendship I had with
my roommate and best friend, Ron Johnson. Bud-
dies for life. I'm gonna miss you, Ron, especially.






^y 1017 Lincolnshire Blvd.
Marion, IN 46952
Christian Education
"!Vlar\ Tower English, water fights, the chimes,
the Little Theatre, BroHo Christmas parties, Ivan-
hoes, tubas, "mega" hours in Student Ministries,
frisbee football. Kings Kompany, ( How long has it
been'.' 35-40 years. I reckon!), pickin' on P.A.'s,












7680 West Division 'Road
Bargersville. IN 46106
Art
"Sad faces painted over b\ those magazine smiles.
Ticking away the moments that make up a dull
da>- Thinking of ways to fill up my empty days.
>'esterday's a by-line, words upon a page . To-
morrows a deadline, sudden and it's strange. Wish
1 could relax, 1 just can't stop my mind. Just when I
needed to be on my own. Wailing for the final
solution to strengthen the strum. Isn't it a tuff life.'
I'll get back up somehow. I'd give you everything










"It will be 'tough' to leave all of this in May. 1 will
miss thunderous snoring, the L.R.C.. Security, the
'What's your GPA'?' syndrome, my fellow














"Lord, teach me the art of taking minute vaca-
tions — of slowing down to look at a flow-
er, to smile at a child, to read a few good
lines from your book.
Lord, let me look upward to the towering oak and
know that it grew great and strong because






1115 Dead Run Drive
Mclean. V.-\ 22101
Biology/ Pre- Med.
"Looking al the whole of the last four years, every-
thing is obscure except for those several people and
personalities you grow with and grow to under-
stand and appreciate .Also. 1 want to express my
gratitude to God who has proven Hisdaily faithlul-
ncss and concrete reality in my life here at Taylor








RR. 2, Box 238H
Cloverdale, IN 46120
Physical Education
"The special friendships that have developed over
the past 4 years and how the Lord has worked in
my life through these relationships. Also, being a
part of the Taylor athletic program and what it
stands for/'
Wayne Landis












"I appreciate so much the opportunity to know
faculty, staff, and administration on a personal







1 155 Kenyon Drive
Fort Washington, PA 19034
Business Administration/Systems
"Dorm life is a part of what made my time here at
Taylor so special. I think of hall directors (like
Mozelle Williams) who devoted endless hours to
counseling and administrative duties. The memo-
rable times will include EARLY morning dough-
nut runs, late night talks with friends, and last but










"I'll focus in on Red, 3rd West, Nostalgia Night,
Rue, Muck, 4T"s, soccer getting the boot. Holly,
SMAS, party room 307, cell bio.. Wave, Waig,
Glen, Jay, corn, TWS, Naked Man, $4500-7000,
Ad. bldg., Run-a-thon, triangles, "them", the
Backbone, the What, Phantom Cardinal, fellas, I-














"Next to the friends l"ve made here, 1 think the
thing ril miss the most is the peacefulness and





"Most of all I will miss the dreaded 'Hot-seat' with
Sigurd Harold Zielke. Sig, I will never forget all
you've helped me 'hear' and 'see'. I thank you! I
will miss you. Also, those cute ladies in Prophet
Food outfits and, of course, the D.R."
Shelley Lucas
15100 SW 87 Avenue
Miami, FL 33176
Bible Literature
"My most special memory from Taylor is of those
faculty members who invested extraordinary
amounts of time, patience, love, and smarts in me
above and beyond the call of duty — Dr. Nygren.
Dr. Helyer. Dr. Squiers, Prof. Loy. Lowell Haines,
and especially Bob. Thanks."
Chris Lymberopoulos




1 1323 Flatrock Road
Hoagland, IN 46745
Psychology
"V\ hal has meant the most to me here at Taylor is
the friends 1 have made who will always be my
friends. They have taught me the true meaning of
friendship — cried with me, laughed and prayed
with me. confronted me when I needed to be con-
fronted. I love ihcm dearly and thank God for them
in mv life."
^^ Sharon K. Locker
4208 Penrose Court
-, Davton, OH 45431
n Psychology
"Chorale is a group that has not only given me








Fort Wayne, IN 46815
Social Work
Gina Mahr
603 East Second Street
Lockport, IL 60441
Account ing/S\ stems
'Memories of special friends and the Dining Com-







"Coolness, sunrise, bree/cs. \\ hat was illusion''
Can I know, and choose'.' .Autumn stumbles into
chills. Snow blinds, wind burns, friends bond. New
ideas and changed ways. Love lost, excursions.
Sights, seasons, love. Shining Son, angels. Day.
Bend, twist, dodge, stretch — weaving a cord
through countless lives. Warm dusk, sunset, Ve-
nus, Orion. Do you remember the time that once









"Al'lcr dropping out of T;iylor the Spring semester
ol my freshman year in 1976. il was a tremendous
blessing to be able to return in the Fall of 1980.
Now, after 3 yrs. of hard work, the memories of
Tavlor will not be forgotten. I appreciate the qual-
it\ of education I have received, and look forward
















Trailer Court 1 7










'| uill .ilways remember T.iylor in the way that
college lite is said to be. Nights and days filled with
l.uigliter, sorrow, fellowship, crying, happiness,
studying, and heartaches made me grow up in a
hurry There is one time that Til never forget


















"More than an>thing I'll miss the friendships that











",-\n environment which conlinualh encourages
the seeking of God and the man\ memories with
my 'wife' and special friends."
Dcbra Vlessamore
^Z2 Susan Drive
W. Melbourne. FL 32901
Phvsics
Don Mettica





Downers Grove. IL 60505
Business Systems
Debbie Meyers






Hartford City, IN 47348
Social Work
"I will miss the strong support of Christian friends
who arc willing to pray for me, encourage me and
help mc focus again on the Lord."
.1. Lvnctte Miller
306 W. Waterford St.
Wakarusa, IN 46573
Elementary Ed. /Social Work
"The friendships I made at Taylor mean very
much to me. I have laughed, cried, and grown
many ways through these friendships, and have
some great memories of my years at Taylor. I'd
like to thank everyone who has touched my life."
Cheryl Miller
5208 Stellhorn Rd.





Elementary Ed. /Special Ed.
"I praise God for the opportunity to meet so many
loving, caring friends. Their concern and encour-
agement will be sincerely missed and forever re-
membered. I also praise God for the opportunity to





"I have a special memory of a late summer even-
ing, walking across campus in the moonlight with a
wonderful person. That same wonderful person is





"I've really treasured the friends that I've made at
Taylor. They are friends who have stuck with me
through thick and thin. I will really miss them."
CicolTrcv P. Moore






















Albert Lea, MN 56007
Computer Sci.
Kellv Joseph Neer
13125 SW 75th Ave.
Miami, FL 33156
Political Science
"The things I will remember most at Taylor are the
Birdhouse. working in the C/A, and the stillness of
third south engiish at 4:00 a.m. It is the people here
that I will miss the most. 1 will never forget the





"When I ihmk of Taylor University, I'll think of
one thing: all the special people with whom 1























"Somethmg that has meant a great deal to me over
the last two years at Taylor University arc the
relationships I have formed; the friendships that
have developed. It's those memories that 1 will





"These four years have been the greatest, They
have been filled with learning, friends, excitement
and growth in .Jesus Christ. I will miss Taylor and













Iowa City, lA 52240
Bible Eilcrature
"
1 lie 111.111 .inning ,i Ihous.ind I lounii, bul a woman
.innin-j .ill thc^c I hai.L- not loiind " tcl. 7;2S
r~ James C. Ogborn
RR 15
Brazil, IN 47834
Christian Ed. /Systems Analysis
"I'll always remember ihe happiness of pursuit,
ihe agony of the all-nighlcr, the pain of the final
exam, and the thrill of the weekend,"
Paul C. Orchard
1725 VV. Adams











J-) 1555" 10th Street
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44221
English
"My Taylor experience might be summed up as
good books and true friends Will I miss them'.' No.
True friendships last forever."
Richard Pflcderer
Box 852






"I press on toward ihe goal to win the prize for
which God has called me heavenward in Christ






"For four years I have sal back and listened and
absorbed, now ii is lime lo use thai knowledge.
Falhcr leach me lo take delight both in using m\























570U NE 19 Terrace

















2294 E. Sanilac Road
Carsonville, MI 48419
Accounting
"I'd like to focus in on the special Christian friend-
ships that have had a major part in the spiritual
growth I have experienced here at Taylor. I'll miss
them!"
" 1^ Kevin Rich
j
Rt. 4
















with-hot-fudge milkshakes, I'll always remember
the spring break trips to Florida with Wandering










"Taylor University has been the idea! setting for
personal and spiritual growth. I'll greatly miss my
profs (with a few exceptions), my close friends, and
just about everything else but the weather. Thank





"A few things that I will always remember: pitch-
ing for the baseball team and beating Purdue 3-0;
the Senior Capstone trip to London; Nostalgia
Night '83 singing 'Bird Dance Beat'; Bruce, Mike,
































New Haven, IN 46774
Elementary Education
Brian D. Sheets
503 N. Seventeenth Street
Richmond, IN 47374
Business Administration
"I will miss my roommate's remote control TV.
watching Jokers Wild and Tic Tac Dough from
10:00-1 1:00, standing in lines, having no place to
go at 8:15, and Sahara cookies. But most of all I
will miss all the very special people I've come to
know here — my roommate Scott the Slug, Doug,



















'I leave behind walks around the lake and the




Fort Wayne, IN 46819
History/Environmental Science
"
'I must venture; to go back is nothing but death;
to go forward is fear of death, and life everlasting







Fort Wayne, IN 46815
Social Work
Doug Siewert
2202 Viking Drive N.W.
Rochester, MN 55901
Computer Science/Systems
"1 will deeply miss the atmosphere of Taylor. The










"I will miss the great times I had while procrasti-
nating about doing homework or studying for a
lest. Seriously though. I will miss the good fellow-
ship I have had over the years. Most of the friend-








Fort Wayne, IN 46825
Business Administration
"One of the best experiences I've had at Taylor was
the chance to organize a Soviet Christian Obser-
vance Day Rally in Indianapolis. It was really neat
to see Taylor students demonstrate their support
and love for Christians in Russia who are daily
being persecuted for a life-changing faith which we
so easily take for granted at times."
Jon Stocksdale
RR. 2, Box 112-A
Union City, IN 47390
Mathematics/Psychology
"Sometimes the doors of life open in. and only






"The little insignificant things are what has made
my time at TU special. Rollerskating parties, the
'Buzzard', Marilyn's endless sayings, pranks at 2
a.m.. Mr. Italy, the "Narrow Bridge' sign. Mr.
Mattress, spilled cookies in the stairwell. Fri. after-
noon jam sessions with Aunt Hazel. Rosie's
Geeeesch. Deleath's camels, 'Ralph', raw cookie
dough, fondue parties and saving my neighbors
from certain death upon the collapse of their beds.
Without these events, it would have been much
harder. Thanksl"
Jonathan W. Taylor
R. 3, Box 696-C
East Stroudsburg, PA 18301
Biology
"I'm going to miss the wonderful opportunity to
launch flaming objects from the roof of Swallow-
Robin's third floor balcony (I was young and fool-
ish then) and the pleasant sound of ingenious, cre-
ative young men tossing a wide array of projectiles
at Hill House."
James A. Stamper


























13141 Old Hickory Trail
DeWitt, MI 48820
Secondary Education
"I will always cherish the fellowship and fun times
that I have shared with the special friends I have



















"1 will miss all the dear friends I've made here and
the Science Building — my home away from






"I will miss the closeness and openness of the Tay-
lor community, the smiles and tears that I've
shared with my friends here, and my wonderful











"I will miss many things after leaving Taylor, such
as spending late nights 'studying" in front of the TV
with Rob the Sponge, but what I will miss most will
be the many special friends I have made in my 4
years here, and all of the fun times we have shared.
I am also very thankful to have found the person
with whom I will share the rest of mv life."
Donna L'selding











"Durmg my freshman year, I tried out for the
football team. .After pre-season training. I learned
I would not see much action during the regular
season. I went to tell Coach (Sam) Sample I was
quitting. He told me I had a lot to offer, and that
true meaning wasn't found in what I got out of
something, but in what I gave. That piece of advice
not only carried me through that season, but con-











RR. 4, Box 191
Rushville, IN 46173
Christian Education
"Thanks to a beautiful person for two special
\ears. and to the stray dogs around campus who
helped brighten a day.
Harvey H. Warwick, III
4114 Coquina Key Drive S.E.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Mass Communications/Systems
"Life at Taylor has been full of unique and special
experiences for mc. .Among the more significant
ones has been my membership in the Taylor Cho-
rale. Each year as Spring Break tour approaches,
there's lots of new music to learn, long hours of
practice and lots of pressure in general. When the
lour Hnally arrives, however, the Chorale pulls it-
self together into a harmonious and self-supporting
unit. The beautiful music we perform, and the sup-
port and friendship of this group, will be one of the

























St. Charles, IL 60174
Business Administration
"Something that has meant a great deal to me is
how 1 matured as a Christian. It is evident that
Taylor people love our Father and the atmosphere
creates a desire to grow in Jesus Christ and further
our walk in Him. I would like to focus in on one
'Taylor person" — Walt Campbell, whose friend-






2089 East Hill Road
Flint, MI 48507
Computer Science/Systems
"The Computer Assistance Program (CAP) has
helped me to gain experience in computer pro-
gramming, to evaluate my role in the Great Com-
mission and to develop special friendships with



























'-! Glenndale Heights, IL 60137
Business Administration
Kimberly F. Zier





... do you wail in line for everything, from eashing a check to eating a meal to taking a ... can you struggle to stay awake all day and then struggle to fall
shower and still put up with if . asleep all night?
. . . can you be excused from washing your sheets for two months'.'
. . . can you find someone at any imaginable time of the day or night
that wants to order a pizza?
. . . does everybody wear alligators on their clothes?
... do people change their goals in life every three months?
lyS — Closinc
does two days without a letter mean the end of your reason for Hving?
. . . can you call your Dad from, collect, to wish him a
happy birthday?
. . . can you hear about St. Anselm's theory of Atonement,
the biological functions of an amoeba and how to find the
square root of a pie at the same dinner table?
. . . can a girl exist on a steady
diet of Tab. popcorn and milk-
shakes for years?
Where else do you look for-
ward to going for years, com-
plain about it the whole time
you are there, and talk about
how great it was for years after





College also brings out insanity in the
calmest people— including photographers.
Somehow an instant audience of 1400
makes it possible to be entirely silly without
much condemnation. Anything (almost) is
possible, from Big Boy at the Dining Com-
mons to a slug on the water tower. Who
knows what midnight raid takes place and
how much bucketing goes on in Morris
Hall. Sometimes even hall directors enter
chair throwing contests and Mrs. Hook has
been known to celebrate Christmas.
RIGHT: Cameras seem to pop up everywhere — even
in the face of photographer Tim Robinson.
ABOVE: The dishroom has been known to breed
strange inhabitants — just look at Brian Long.
RIGHT: Joe Edwards tries to conceal his cards while
camping out. Braving the wilderness can be fun, but in
front of Wengatz Hall, Joe?
200 Closing
ABOVE: Doug Granitz serenades his favorite parrot. Life in
Casa can get lonely.
LEFT: Riding bikes can be a relaxing, safe sport. Then again,
it can also be as dangerous as flying.
ABOVE: Big Boy adds spice to the D.C. exterior — now if he could only do something about the food inside.
ABOVE: Kings Company rehearsals can cause sil- ABOVE: Well, that's one way of getting the message to the other
liness. end.
Changes
A year in college makes a lot of changes
in a person. Even if parents are two blocks
away, they can't be as responsible as
they've always been. Old friends from home
write and call, but they're not as close as the
wierd ones in the room next door. And love
is more important than ever. Not just "you
and me by the lake" love, but friendships of
all kinds. Adults, who have always been
teachers or friends, are suddenly people to
respect as people.
ABOVE: Moving out is a true sign that the year is finally over. Sue Jentick loads up her car to head home.
ABOVE: Lines, lines, lines. Underclassmen will have
this one to stand in for at least another year.
It is going to take these guys months to pack up all this stuff.
202 — Closing
'-'atii^ ^mt^
Jan Boberg, with help from John Hagy. learns that moving out takes more than an afternoon.
Randy Rutzen relaxes on the lawn after graduation. After four years of hard work. Randy desires to relax before heading






Focusing In on the Year of 1982-1983
ABOVE: Strolling across the bridge can be as challenging as joining the circus.





ABOVE: Art on the Green is an annual event during Fine Arts Week. Dr. Ray "Dad" Bullock demonstrates the jeweli
process.
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GROWING BY SERVICE
225 N. MAIN ST., UPLAND, IN.
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es you to take advan-
tage of YOUR Passport
To Opportunity
• English teachers in Co-
ombia. Japan Taiwan
• Youth camp work-








II you have accepted
Christ as your Lord and
Savior are interested in
assisting missionaries
and are at least 19









12-15 months of minis-
try participation
Why7
For an expanded vi
sion ot God's Church
For a better under-








St, Rd, 3 Hartford City
Open 7 Days
104 East Berry Street
Upland, In. 46989
;317) 998-2213 (317) 998-7583
GORES' SERVICE
CENTER
W. Washington Street Upland, In.
998-2145
Complete Repair and Auto Maintenance
24 Hour Wrecker Service
UPLAND STOP & GO
UNION OIL PRODUCTS, DIESEL FUEL
FRESH DONUTS & COFFEE
GAS uni^n OIL
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK






















Would Like to Thank
Dr. Jenkinson for being everything an advisor should be
and more
The Media Board for overseeing the production
Peni Roseberry for playing secretary
Jerry Hodson for pulling us out of a bind at the end of the
>ear
Larry Glaze, Herff Jones rep., for always being on the
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Able, Tim 109, 130
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Amstutz, Scott 85, 72
Anderson, Cheryl 91, 95




Anderson, Tim 97, 79
Andreas, William 99, 100,
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Auer, Bob 55. 167














Ball, Adona 71, 126
Ball, Karen 1 1 1











Bass, Jackie 77, 103
Bassett, Cindy 58
Batcher, Alice
Bates, Jim 81, 100
Bates, Mark
Bauer, Charles 83
Bauman, Steve 80, 124






















Bibler, Scott 79, 130
Bicksler, Marith 151






Bixel, Amy 60, 95
Bleyaert, Elizabeth







Boehr, Tom 78, 99
Boerop, Arlita 53
Boggess. Karen 76
Boharic, Bob 87, 101















Bowman, Kathy 91, 102
Bowman, Kerry 169
Boyd, Mary 71































Brubaker, Scott 81, 130
Brumm, Tami 169
Brunner, Kim 74
Bryan, Troy 83, 109
Bryant, Daniel 91



















Cadena, Bob 91, 100
Calderhead, Dave 40, 55,




Campbell, Andy 84, 98
Campbell, Ed 30, 82, 100
Campbell, Jim 82, 99















Chapman, Anne 64. 100










Christman, Bob 82, 120
Christman, Sharon 64, 116
Chu, Tim 170
Chupp, David 81, 118
























Combs, Denise 58, 122




Connon. James 18. 171
Conrad, Stephen 80, 118
Convey, Jim 44, 171




Cooper, Jill 77, 99
Cooper, Lenora 68
Cooper, Loren 91







Cowell, Brett 85, 97
Cox, Beth











Cruz, Leslie 37, 91, 96
Cruz, Liza 69
Cull, Amanda 69









Dankaro, Yusufu 84, 100
Date. Mindy 29, 171, 103
Daugherty, Mike 96
Davenport, Daphne 73, 116
Davis, Colette 74
Davis. Greg 90
Davis. Brad 95, 100, 171
Davis, Jennifer
Davis, John 53, 169
Davis. Nancy








DePree, Patty 76, 72, 41
DeSmit, Dorri 114, 115,
172




Den Hartigh. Nancy 67,
127
Den Hartigh, Linda 68
Denney, Tia 76, 102
Dester, Denise 74
Detrick, Dan 85
Detweiler, Gerri 77, 99, 103
Dewald, Sheri 64











Dohner, Deb 76, 98
Donnell, Lisa 95















Eastman, David 31, 109,
172
Eaton, Lee 78
Edwards, Dan 31, 90, 109
Edwards, Joe 200









Erickson. Nancy 38. 68
Erickson, Roger 79
Ericson, Cindy 26, 45, 76
Ericson, David 85, 100


















Ferrall, Kim 66, 96
Ferrell. Bill 83, 99
Ferrier, Jeff 81, 94
Ferris, David 172




















Ford, Rollin 91, 109
Forslund, Laura 69. 100
Fouts, Randy
Fowler, Ed 101, 174
Fowler. Steve 91
Fox, Janell 63
Fox, Karen 95, 174
Frame, Denise 71















Fuller, David 62, 124, 174








Gentile, J. P. 82, 101





Gerent, Karen 72, 116
Gerig. Rhoda 65. 97
Gerig, Roger 90
Getz, Julie 65
Getz. Marianne 122, 126









Goeglein, Chris 78, 120







Granger. David 83, 100,
130
Granitz, Doug 94, 100, 175,
201
Granitz, Tom 82, 120
Grant, Linda 65
Graybill. Steve 44. 78
Green, Elizabeth 65
Green. Jane 59, 99
Green, Michelle 62
Green, Bill 24. 88
Greenagel, Martha 76, 101
Greene, Carrie 98, 175





























Harness, Marcia 76, 96
Harper, Cyndy 122, 176
Harris, Brenda 70
Harris, Greg 24, 88



















Hecox, Don 91, 118, 119
Hedrick, Diane 60, 73
Heffern, Dick
Heidtman. Ruth 111, 177
Heighway, Deb 58
Helmus, Betsy 75








Hershberger, Loren 85, 99
Hervold, Elaine 74
Hess, Bonnie 99, 177
Hess. Gail 177
Hess, Jeff 118
Hess, Kelly 91, 110. Ill
Heurlin, Bob 24. 177
Hewitt, Clark 80. 99. 109,
130
Hewitt, Steve 120, 130
Hewlett, Sherri 72
Hickox. Paul 177































Hopkins, Cheri 75, 126
Hopkins. Sharon
















Humbles, Marion 1 79
Hume, Chris




Hunter, Beth 110, 111, 179
Hunter, Brenda 69
Hunter, Janice

















Ison, Heidi 67. 116
Jackson, David 102, 1 18,
109
Jackson, Tom 109
Jackson. Tim 82, 101. 120.
124
Jacobsen, John 99, 180
Jacobus. Alicyn 49
Jacobus. Brent 40, 49, 101,






















Johnson, Ron 40. 91
Jones. Jeff 83. 102, 109
Jones, Laura 180
Jones, Lisa 52, 77. 99
Jost, David 100
Joy, Steve
Kahle, Diane 60, 122
Kakvara. Ranga 85
Kammerdiener, Diane 1 15,
180
Kammes, Lance 90, 109














Kelley. Cindy 97. 181, 103,
216
Kelly, Kathy 77
Kelly. Todd 83, 118
Kemp, Joanne
Kempf, Mark 100
Kendall, Mike 55, 181
Kendall, Paggy 67
Kesler, Terri 63
Kessel. Jo Ann 63















Kneuss, Tim 90, 101







Krula. Dan 26, 78, 98
Kuhn, Cheryl 181
Kuhn, Pierce 86
Kuipcr, Mark 124, 181
Kulp, Lynelle 76
Kumpf, Charlotte 115, 126,
182
Kuntz. Kcllie 67, 116
LaBold. Lisa 182









Lavanchy, Kevin 78, 97
213
LeMaster, Sue 68
Leburg, Mike 41, 101, 182
Leclair, Bonnie 182
Ledbetter, Dan 82
Led!, Lisa 73, 101
Lee, Michele 60









Lewis, Jack 1 18
Li. Gene
Lighlbody, Shannon 59, 94
Lmharl, Terry 89
Linn, Gary
Litwiller, Scott 82, 101
Livergood, Jody 183







Long, Brian 183, 200
Long, Steve 79, 101
































Martin, Barb 115, 184
Martin, Kevin 184
Martin, Randy 184
Martinelli. Deena 50. 53,
98, 1 1 5
Massey, Melissa 71
Mast, Alan 88, 100
Mathes, Michelle 61
Mathews. Barb















McComb. Janna 68, 100
McComb. Rhonda 100
McCracken. Jon 81. 102.
132
McDuffie, Elizabeth 184





McPhail, Doug 24, 95, 96,
88













Mervine, Greg 83, 109
Messamore, Deb 41, 26, 45,
98, 185
Metheny, Kelly 73
Mettica, Don 130, 185
Metzger, Barb 76
Metzger, Ted 24, 124
Meyer, Kim 99
Meyer, Ken 162










Miller, Jenny 91, 111
Miller, Lori
Miller, Mike









Minton, Traci 1 16






Monroe, Cvlinda 29, 48, 72
Montague, Heidi 73, 99
















Mortland, Steve 78, 100




























Neidect, Steve 80, 130
Neighbour, Bob
Nelson, Andrea 71





























Offenhauser. Kim 77. 99
Ogborn, Jim
Ogilvie, Walt 84


















Pashley, Tim 90, 132
Pasma, Laurel 70








Payne. Sandy 39. 65
Payton. Linda 70
Pearson. Cindy 72












Peterson, Marilyn 100, 64
Petrakis, Tracee 44
Pettigrew, Tim 91, 101, 124
























Prestel, Claudia 67, 111
Price, Andrea 69





































Reynolds, Steve 84, 101
Reynolds, Tom 78, 101
Rhoton, John 87
Riccitelli, Keith 90, 96
Rice, Kelly 63
Rich, DeeAnn 190
Rich, Kevin 109, 190
Richards, Liz 64
Richardson, Deb 59
Richey, Susan 51, 102
Riffell, Todd 190
















Rossi, Renay 67, 99
Roth, Cindy 122
Roth, Greg 79
Roth, Trace 90, 99






Rupp, Craig 190, 124




































Senter, Tim 91, 109







Shepard, Lori 68, 126
Shepherd, Julia 26, 31, 41,
45, 68, 96, 204

















Sittler, Jim 79, 120
Sjogren, Deb 71
Slaughter, David 89
Smith, Amy 71, 101
Smith, Fred 192





Smith, Priscilla 41, 44, 74
Smith, Sheri 67





Sowers, Allen 53, 89








Springer, Mike 120, 193
Sprunger, Julie 60
Squires, Joann 58
Stamper, Jim 100, 102, 193
Standridge, Anita 91
Starke, Donald
Steiner, Beth 95, 193
Steiner, David 79, 100





Stocksdale, Diane 65, 97,
115, 126
Stocksdale, Jon 98, 99, 193










Swaim, Scott 84, 120
Swalley, Judith 97, 193
Swan, Scott 79, 97






Tanis, Lauren 64, 115
Tatum, Toby
Taylor, Jon 193
Taylor, Keith 90, 100










Teo, Clement 84, 94
Terhune, Elisabeth 62




Thomas, Susan 64, 100
Thomas, Toni 67
Thompson, Christy 194
Thompson, David 85, 101
Thompson, Ralph 89
Thorn, Kristen 76

















Troyer, Arlin 40, 101, 194
Troyer, Jeff 86, 102





















Vint, Ken 84, 109
Vinton, Susan 71, 98, 99
Vogel, Doug 195










Walker, Mark 99, 195
Walker, Teresa 195




Wallace, LeDania 66, 100
Waller, Dan 83
Wallower, Gale 26





Walton, Kris 72, 103
Walton, Phil 79, 120
Warner, Amanda
Warner, Ann 19, 73














Welch, Todd 80, 100
Welker, Vic 82, 118, 119











Wheaton, Kim 98, 196
Wheeler, Cheryl 59
Wheeler, Greg 79, 101


















Wilson, Lu Ann 70
Wine, Paula 61
Winkleman, Austin 24, 88
Winkler, Jill 65






Wright, Mark 120, 130




Wygant, Lance 85, 118
Wyanalda, Jim 44, 197
Wyse, Diane 60
Yeager, Laura 58, 95, 103





Youngberg, Mark 100, 197
Youst, Randy 88, 197
Yutzy, Cheryl 66



















the tab and the coke best of all the independency the street was so detailed that december and the walls so clear and high that January




